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An International Tax Regime
in Crystallization
YARIV BRAUNER*
I. INTRODUCTION
The grand illusion of a single, worldwide tax system that would
eliminate all international inefficiencies and assist all the nations of
the world in maximizing their relative advantages is commonly ac-
cepted as utopian.1 Academic and professional literature in the field
of international taxation has grown exponentially in the last decade,
but no significant work has been done to prove or disprove the valid-
ity of this hypothesis. 2 Although some scholars and tax executives in
certain international organizations have discussed global tax harmoni-
zation,3 no single organization has seriously attempted to promote it.
* Acting Assistant Professor of Law, New York University School of Law. The author
wishes to thank Zohar Goshen, Yinong Han, Reto Heuberger, Cecily Maisel, Paul
McDaniel, Shay Menuchin, Deborah Schenk, Dan Shaviro, John Steines, and the
participants in the several colloquia where I presented drafts of this Article for their useful
comments, assistance, and support. All mistakes and inaccuracies are obviously mine only.
I See, e.g., Charles E. McLure, Jr., Tax Policies for the XXIst Century, in Visions of the
Tax Systems of the XXIst Century (Int'l Fisc. Ass'n ed., 1996). Some say, however, that
stepping towards it is the logical, and maybe the only, direction. See, e.g., Helmut
Loukota, Multilateral Tax Treaty Versus Bilateral Treaty Network, in Multilateral Tax
Treaties: New Developments in International Tax Law 85, 85 (1998) [hereinafter Multilat-
eral Tax Treaties]; Kees van Raad, International Coordination of Tax Treaty Interpretation
and Application, 29 Intertax 212, 216-20 (2001) (suggesting the creation of a supranational
authority to develop international case law on tax treaty issues).
2 The sole attempt, focusing on the improvement and simplification of the current bilat-
eral-based regime, is Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, The Structure of International Taxation: A
Proposal for Simplification, 74 Tex. L. Rev. 1301 (1996) [hereinafter Proposal], who ac-
knowledges the existence of a current coherent international tax regime, e.g., id. at 1303-
04. Avi-Yonah uses an interesting argument to support this conclusion: He notes "the
many books and articles which survey various aspects of th[is coherent] regime on a com-
parative basis." Id. at 1303 n.2. He further argues that the current regime proves that "it is
possible to reach an internationally acceptable consensus that will be followed by the ma-
jority of the world's taxing jurisdictions." Id. at 1304. In this Article, I take this argument
further to show the substance of this regime in crystallization, and to propose a workable
framework for its development.
3 These proponents include Vito Tanzi of the International Monetary Fund ("IMF").
See, e.g., Vito Tanzi, Taxation in an Integrating World (1995) [hereinafter Integrating
World]; Vito Tanzi, Globalization, Tax Competition and the Future of Tax Systems (IMF
Working Paper No. 96/141, 1996) [hereinafter Tax Competition]. Scholars include Michael
J. Graetz, Taxing International Income: Inadequate Principles, Outdated Concepts, and
Unsatisfactory Policies, The David R. Tillinghast Lecture, NYU School of Law (Oct. 26,
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Some countries have suggested a multi-country tax, mainly in the con-
text of the European Union (EU)4 but this has garnered no support. 5
Other, somewhat related, multilateral tax initiatives have drawn more
attention and success. One such initiative is the promotion of propos-
als for multilateral tax treaties. 6 Such treaties expand the application
of the highly successful network of bilateral tax treaties that currently
governs the taxation of income generated in cross-border transactions.
This multilateral treaty effort has arisen in a period governed by a
trend of "modelization" of the international tax rules, which started
with the model (bilateral) tax conventions of the United Nations7 and
2000), in 54 Tax Law Rev. 261, 320-23 (2000); McLure, note 1; Victor Thuronyi, In Defense
of International Tax Cooperation and a Multilateral Tax Treaty, 22 Tax Notes Int'l 1291
(Mar. 20, 2001).
4 See, e.g., The Times (London), Belgium Pushes for European Tax (July 5, 2001), 2001
WTD 130-12, July 6, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File; Hugh Williamson & Claus
Hulverscheidt, German Finance Minister Calls for European Tax (June 14, 2001), 2001
WTD 117-14, June 18, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File.
5 These suggestions have engendered strong opposition. See, e.g., Cordia Scott, Euro-
pean Finance Ministers Denounce European Tax Proposal (July 10, 2001), 2001 WTD 133-
1, July 11, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File; Scott Shaughnessy, French Finance Minis-
ter Opposes Taxes Proposed by EU's Belgian Presidency (July 11, 2001), 2001 WTD 135-1,
July 13, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File. Similarly, an attempt to proceed with the
harmonization of direct taxation in the EU was strongly rejected. See, e.g., Andrew
Parker, U.K. Rejects Renewed Call for EU Tax Harmonization (May 29, 2001), 2001 WTD
104-15, May 30, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File.
6 E.g., Convention Between the Nordic Countries for the Avoidance of Double Taxation
With Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital, Sept. 23, 1996, Den.-Faroe Is.-Fin.-Ice.-
Nor.-Swed., 98 TNI 9-25, Jan. 14, 1998, available in LEXIS, TNI File [hereinafter Nordic
Treaty] (on which I elaborate in Section V); Convenio Para Evitar la Doble Tributacion
Entre los Paises Miembros [Cartagena Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation
Among Member Countries], Nov. 16, 1971, Bol.-Colom.-Chile-Ecuador-Peru-Venez., 94
TNI 109-34, June 7, 1994, available in LEXIS, TNI File [hereinafter 1971 Andean Pact
Income Tax Convention]; 1987 Intra-ASEAN Model Double Taxation Convention, Tax
Analysts, Worldwide Tax Treaties, Doc. 2000-3182 (Dec. 15, 1987) [hereinafter ASEAN
Model Tax Treaty]; Agreement on the Avoidance of Double Taxation on the Income and
Property of Bodies Corporate, May 19, 1978, Bulg.-Czech.-German Democratic Republic-
Hung.-Mong.-Pol., May 25, 1978, U.S.S.R., June 21, 1978, Rom. [Council for Mutual Eco-
nomic Assistance (COMECON)] (expired), 95 TNI 175-76, Sept. 11, 1995, available in
LEXIS, TNI File [hereinafter 1978 COMECON Corporate Income and Property Tax
Agreement]; Agreement on the Avoidance of Double Taxation on Personal Income and
Property, May 27, 1977, Bulg.-Czech.-German Democratic Republic-Hung.-Mong.-Rom.,
June 15, 1977, Pol., July 29, 1977, U.S.S.R. [COMECON], 95 TNI 175-75, Sept. 11, 1995,
available in LEXIS, TNI File [hereinafter 1977 COMECON Personal Income and Property
Tax Agreement]; Agreement Among the Governments of the Member States of the Carib-
bean Community for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Eva-
sion With Respect to Taxes on Income, Profits, or Gains and Capital Gains and for the
Encouragement of Regional Trade and Investment, July 6, 1994, Ant. & Barb.-Belize-
Gren.-Jam.-St. Kitts & Nevis-St. Lucia-St. Vincent-Trin. & Tobago [Caribbean Community
(CARICOM)], 95 TNI 235-27, Dec. 7, 1995, available in LEXIS, TNI File [hereinafter 1994
CARICOM Income Tax Agreement].
7 U.N. Model Double Taxation Convention Between Developed and Developing Coun-
tries, 1980, 1 Tax Treaties (CCH) $ 206. On May 7, 1999, a revised draft was adopted and
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the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. 8
Subsequently, an idea developed to apply the modelization model to
tax codification. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the increasing
influence of international organizations on developing economies
presented an opportunity to explore this approach. Experts from de-
veloped countries formulated a basic infrastructure for tax systems in
emerging economies.9 Neither of these approaches was actually
"global" in its reach. Tax treaties are mainly bilateral and therefore
limited in scope, and only a few, though powerful, countries have
signed the popular OECD Model Treaty. Nevertheless, it still repre-
sents the closest existing analogy to a global (though partial) set of tax
norms, and it widely influences the laws and treaties of OECD mem-
bers as well as nonmember states.10 I suggest that the next step
should build on this partial success and accommodate the realities and
challenges that countries face at the turn of the millennium.
In this Article, I explore the benefits of a truly global approach to
meeting these current challenges." I examine the possibility of world-
wide adoption of a single set of international tax rules.12 I seek to
avoid an "all-or-nothing" perspective for the analysis of a possible
world tax regime. 13 That is, I seek a middle ground between harmoni-
was finalized on January 11, 2001. U.N. Model Double Taxation Convention Between De-
veloped and Developing Countries (Draft of 11 Jan. 2001), 2001 WTD 116-41 (June 15,
2001), available in LEXIS, WTD File [hereinafter UN Model Treaty.]
8 E.g., OECD, Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital, Apr. 29, 2000 [herein-
after OECD Model Treaty], available at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00005000/
M00005346.pdf (last visited on Jan. 19, 2003); see also OECD, Draft Contents of the 2002
Update to the Model Tax Convention (Oct. 2, 2001), available at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/
M00018000/M00018559.pdf (last visited Jan. 19, 2003).
9 Previously experts performed per-country studies. See, e.g., Shoup Mission, Report on
Japanese Taxation (1949); Carl S. Shoup, Douglas Dosser, Rudolph G. Penner & William
S. Vickrey, The Tax System of Liberia: Report of the Tax Mission (1970); Carl S. Shoup,
John F. Due, Lyle C. Fitch, Donald MacDougall, Oliver S. Oldman & Stanley S. Surrey,
The Fiscal System of Venezuela: A Report (1959).
10 See Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, Commentary, 53 Tax L. Rev. 167, 169 (1999) [hereinafter
Commentary] (arguing that the network of bilateral tax treaties "constitutes an interna-
tional tax regime, which has definable principles that underlie it and are common to the
treaties"); see also van Raad, note 1, at 218.
It These challenges include, in particular, the taxation of e-commerce, derivative finan-
cial instruments, certain intellectual property, and transfer pricing. I discuss some of these
challenges throughout this Article, in particular in Section IV.
12 Obviously, there is, and should be, strong connection between the international tax
rules and other sets of rules in any tax system. Whenever relevant, I offer observations of
the interactions and possible issues that may rise as a result.
13 Well-defined terms and definitions may be very important and sensitive issues, but the
full glossary for the globalization and international tax policy debate has yet to be deter-
mined. Despite its significance, there is a risk that the debate will deteriorate to tautology.
In a grave attack on various academic and other attempts to suggest that a world tax re-
gime may exist, David Rosenbloom referred to an "international tax system" that "appears
to be imaginary." H. David Rosenbloom, International Tax Arbitrage and the "Interna-
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zation of all aspects of all the tax systems in the world or no harmoni-
zation of any of the rules. This approach governs the current debate
between proponents of global tax harmonization14 and proponents of
unilateral solutions leading to global tax competition.' 5 I reject unilat-
eral tax competition and propose a partial and gradual rule-harmoni-
zation solution to current international tax challenges. I analyze each
component of the current regime in isolation, exploring the extent to
which each rule already is globally harmonized and whether it could
be part of a unification proposal in its current state, or theoretically
any time in the future. A gradual, partial rule-harmonization 16 effort
would aim at eventual harmonization of all international tax rules ex-
cept for the nominal tax rates, which the various countries would re-
main free to determine. I accept that it may not be possible to do so
in one stroke, and therefore I support an effort to harmonize any one
tional Tax System," The David R. Tillinghast Lecture, NYU School of Law (Oct. 1, 1998),
in 53 Tax L. Rev. 137, 137 n.2 (1999). His statement was in response to the use of this term
by the Senate Finance Committee. Id. & n.1 (citing S. Rep. No. 99-313, at 422 (1986)). In
his comments, Avi-Yonah fine-tuned the term to the "international tax regime." Avi-
Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 168. I stick to the approach referred to in this Article as a
world tax regime, which, in my view, reflects better the possible role of international coop-
eration in the domestic "systems," even though I believe that tautology should not matter.
The important question is whether there are, or should be, rules that apply partially or
entirely globally, free of any specific country's law or bilateral agreement. If calling it a
"regime" rather than a "system" relieves some sovereignty or other stresses, then so be it.
14 See, e.g., Tanzi, Tax Competition, note 3; Peter Birch Sorensen, The Case for Interna-
tional Tax Co-ordination Reconsidered, 15 Econ. Pol'y 431 (2000).
15 See Julie Roin, Taxation Without Coordination, 31 J. Legal Stud. 61 (2002) [hereinaf-
ter Taxation Without Coordination]; Julie Roin, Competition and Evasion: Another Per-
spective on International Tax Competition, 89 Geo. L.J. 543 (2001) [hereinafter
Competition].
16 1 support harmonization of any of the international tax rules (except for the actual tax
rates) as it becomes possible to do so. Nevertheless, in concept I advocate any progress
made towards increased global cooperation and coordination of tax matters. There are
obvious differences between harmonization, defined as an attempt by governments to
make their domestic tax systems more similar, and coordination, implying that govern-
ments seek to reduce fiscal spillovers (or externalities) resulting in less economic welfare in
comparison to cooperative arrangements. Jack M. Mintz, Globalization of the Corporate
Income Tax: The Role of Allocation, 56 FinanzArchiv 389, 390 n.2 (1999). As I discuss in
Section III, there is less literature on the efficiency of global cooperation and coordination
of tax matters than on the efficiency benefits of harmonization. That is partly because of
the various possible meanings of harmonization; most of the economic literature deals with
rate harmonization, since any rule harmonization eventually affects the rate, and does not
elaborate extensively on rule harmonization separately. There are only some indirect au-
thorities implying that lack of tax base harmonization results in significant compliance and
administrative costs leading to efficiency losses. Company Taxation in the Internal Market:
Commission Staff Working Paper, COM(01)582 final at 8, at http://europa.eu.int/comm/
taxationcustoms/publications/official-doc/IP/ip1468/company-tax.studyen.pdf [hereinaf-
ter 2001 EU Report]. I argue that the lack of rule harmonization in the international level
creates the same inefficiencies, but we lack economic studies as to their significance. See,
e.g., id. at 418 (citing Joel B. Slemrod & Marsha Blumenthal, The Income Tax Compliance
Cost of Big Business, 24 Pub. Fin. Q. 411 (1996)).
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of these rules, as politically possible, and gradually reach full rule har-
monization. I argue that the structure of the international tax rules
allows for such flexibility and gradualness. I refer to my approach as
"rule harmonization" in contrast to "rate harmonization," since the
harmonization of the tax rates is much more complicated, and its net
benefits uncertain. My intention is not to offer a specific prescription,
but to present a workable framework for thinking about a world tax
regime and possibly negotiating it.
I build the proposed framework on two contemporary realities,
which allows me to evaluate the proposal's chance of success if imple-
mented. First, most rules comprising international taxation are very
close to being de facto harmonized. 17 Second, the OECD's experi-
ence leading the recent global think tank on taxation of electronic
commerce, after the practical concession of all the nation states that
they could not deal with it alone, proved the necessity of a forum for
global tax coordination. This experience also singled out the OECD
as the most appropriate and practical institution around which a tax
harmonization effort could be built, due to its expertise and experi-
ence in coordinating international tax cooperation. More specifically,
I envision that the OECD would take the lead in designing a multilat-
eral treaty, which would not be restricted to its members. Such a
treaty should include a full set of international tax rules, as embedded
currently in tax treaties, following the example of the OECD Model
Treaty and commentaries.' 8
I predict that the first set of rules to be harmonized will be the
source rules, but the effort may begin with any one or any combina-
tion of rules. Key elements of the success of such a treaty would be:
(1) the participation of a significant part of the major economic and
trade forces in the world; (2) acceptance of non-negotiable rules as
domestic legislation, such as the interpretation and arbitration clauses,
which also would apply to trade with nontreaty partners; (3) a flexible
but binding interpretation system similar to the OECD model com-
mentaries; and (4) an easily accessible conflict resolution system,
which would be open to the individual residents of the treaty partners.
The main benefit of my approach is efficiency; harmonization
reduces differences between tax systems and reduces arbitrage poten-
tial that may distort business decisions. Additionally, harmonization
17 See Section II.
18 The strength of the OECD Model Treaty as the basis for any proposal for future
development has been overwhelmingly accepted. See, e.g., Michael Lang, The Personal
Scope of a Multilateral Tax Treaty, in Multilateral Tax Treaties, note 1, at 119, 121 (ad-
dressing an attempt to offer a Draft for a Multilateral Tax Treaty). For a copy of the Draft
created by Michael Lang, Josef Schuch, Christoph Urtz, and Mario Zuiger, see id. at 199-
245.
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reduces wasteful compliance and enforcement costs.' 9 Harmonization
opponents, concentrating on effective tax rate competition, have com-
plained mainly about the potential harm of competition.20 My ap-
proach would leave tax rates intact. Like any partial and gradual
solution, my proposal arguably suffers from damaging second best ef-
fects, that is, that the harmonization of one set of rules may increase
inefficiencies somewhere else in the system. I argue that this should
not be the case with my approach.
Other merits of my proposal are that it is politically workable, flexi-
ble, and based on current practice.21 It therefore should not be re-
jected as too extreme or unprecedented. Furthermore, the time is also
right to consider a global approach to international tax coordination
since increasingly large portions of international business involve, to
one extent or another, cross-border transactions and multinational en-
terprises,22 a concept not internalized by the laws of most, if not all,
countries. 23 Finally, the electronic commerce revolution has taken the
world by storm and threatens to continue to grow.24 A significant in-
19 The economic literature has long acknowledged the efficiency benefits of tax coordi-
nation and, with limits, harmonization. See note 129.
20 See, e.g., Roin, Competition, note 15, at 545-54.
21 The current practice mainly is based on the network of bilateral treaties, which are
based on two principles. The first principle answers the basic international tax policy ques-
tion: "What is the appropriate level of taxation that should be levied on income from
cross-border transactions?" Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, International Taxation of Electronic
Commerce, 52 Tax. L. Rev. 507, 517 (1997) [hereinafter Electronic Commerce]. Avi-
Yonah answers this question with the "Single Tax Principle": "Income from cross-border
transactions should be subject to tax once (that is, neither more nor less than once)." Id.
(emphasis omitted). This is the traditional, and (I admit) the most straightforward ratio-
nale for the world tax regime as it currently exists. In fact, Avi-Yonah reiterates that "[t]he
Single Tax Principle thus incorporates the traditional goal of avoiding double taxation,
which was the main motive for setting up the international tax regime in the 1920's and
1930's." Id. (citing Thomas S. Adams, Interstate and International Double Taxation, in
Lectures on Taxation 101 (Roswell Magill ed., 1932)). As mentioned, taxing once means
that income also should bear the full "single tax." Undertaxation or no taxation of interna-
tional income would infringe the norm of capital export neutrality (the "grand" norm)
since taxpayers would have the incentive to invest or do business abroad, rather than lo-
cally, based on after-tax rather than neutral (pretax) returns. To complete the picture, the
second principle of international taxation (and Avi-Yonah's world tax regime) is the bene-
fits principle that answers the question: "How are the resulting revenues to be divided
among taxing jurisdictions?," id., or, put differently, what is the appropriate rate of such
single tax?
22 According to a UNCTAD survey, "the number of firms that have become transna-
tional has risen exponentially over the past three decades." United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, United Nations, World Investment Report 2000: Cross-border
Mergers and Acquisitions and Development at 8, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/WIR/2000, U.N.
Sales No. E.OO.II.D.20 (2000).
23 For a good review, see Phillip I. Blumberg, The Multinational Challenge to Corpora-
tion Law: The Search for a New Corporate Personality (1993).
24 It is hard to obtain accurate data, but the number of internet users, shoppers, and
vendors is still growing, see, e.g., Jeremy Sharrard, Steven J. Kafka & Michael J. Tavilla,
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formation and services industry, through or with assistance of the In-
ternet, has recently grown into a multi-billion dollar industry that did
not exist before,2 5 and there are no unilateral solutions to the hardship
electronic commerce inflicts on existing tax systems.
My methodology is first to evaluate whether my proposal is techni-
cally realistic. Section II therefore discusses separately each set of in-
ternational tax rules, the extent to which each is globally harmonized,
and the significance of any differences. I conclude that my approach
is workable. I also point out specific areas of the international tax
rules that may be more difficult to unify. Next, I show that my propo-
sal is also beneficial. In Section III I explore the merits of tax harmo-
nization, contesting some existing and potential arguments against any
unification experiment as proposed in this Article. Section IV consid-
ers the institution that should lead this effort and concludes that the
OECD experience in electronic commerce makes the OECD the ap-
propriate institution. Section V considers prior attempts to coordi-
nate multilateral actions in the area of taxation, and establishes their
inferiority in comparison to the solution offered in this Article. Sec-
tion VI concludes with some observations from the experiment. This
Article neither presents a de novo normative analysis of the interna-
tional tax rules nor does it provide a detailed proposal of "how to do
it." It builds on the strength of the current rules, suggesting a system
that would be more adapted to the global market and would contrib-
ute to worldwide, as well as any particular country, efficiency.
II. INTERNATIONAL TAX RULES
Every "foreign" tax course starts with the clich6 that there is actu-
ally nothing foreign about a course that teaches the basic international
tax rules of the relevant country. This clich6 emphasizes the constant
tension between the "domestic" tax rules of a country and the interna-
tional rules that affect cross-border transactions involving multina-
tional enterprises. Basically, there are three sets of international tax
rules: (1) the domestic rules dealing with taxation of nonresidents, (2)
the domestic rules dealing with taxation of residents generating in-
come abroad, and (3) some complementary rules (that are not purely
domestic and are mainly found in tax treaties) that may, or may not,
Global Online Trade Will Climb To 18% Of Sales, Forrester Research (Dec. 2001), in spite
of a slowing economy and shaky stock markets. On November 26, 2001, the NBER de-
clared that the United States entered a recession in March 2001. Business Cycle Dating
Committee, NBER, The Business-Cycle Peak of March 2001 (Nov. 26, 2001), available at
http://www.nber.org/cycles/november2001/recessions.pdf (last visited Jan. 18, 2003).
25 See http://www.forrester.com (various reports by Forrester Research detailing
industry).
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change the result under one of the former sets of rules. In general, tax
treaties aim to relieve double taxation of income generated in a trans-
action involving the parties to the treaty-at their election. The typi-
cal international income tax system currently consists of several layers
of rules that apply to transactions and taxpayers independent of each
other, but in a certain, rigid order. These sets of rules, in that order,
are: (1) definition of "income" subject to tax, (2) measurement of the
tax base and transfer pricing rules, (3) classification of types of in-
come, (4) source (and allocation) rules, (5) taxing provisions, includ-
ing rates and timing, (6) relief of domestic taxation under domestic
rules, (7) relief of domestic taxation claiming tax treaty benefits, and
(8) means of collection-mainly withholding tax rules.
These sets of rules may be visualized as a pyramid of rules or as a
long corridor of analysis, where the result of the application of any set
of rules allows the taxpayer to continue its analytical journey to the
next set of rules, but only through a specific path. In analyzing an
international tax question one cannot skip any of the above sets of
rules.
In spite of the rigidity of the structure, it is a highly confusing sys-
tem because of the interplay between the different rules. Some rules
apply both to purely domestic and to international tax analyses. For
instance, the tax base definitions, the measurement rules, and charac-
terization rules must exist in any income tax system for purely domes-
tic transactions. The taxing and collection provisions and tax rates
also may belong to this group, even though they may be modified in
certain international circumstances. The source rules apply only to
cross-border transactions. The result is that the international tax sys-
tem of any country "shares" some of its components with the purely
domestic tax system. The relief provisions, embedded mainly in tax
treaties, possibly apply at different levels of the rules pyramid. They
may take off (from the domestic system) an item of income at the
classification stage, the sourcing stage, or the tax stage.
Despite the complexity of the international tax system, both the
structure itself and, to a lesser extent, the content of each of the sets of
rules, are extremely similar throughout the world. This achievement
is mainly due to the success of the bilateral treaty network and the
OECD Model Treaty.26 In this project, my intuition is that rules that
have significant implications for domestic tax policy would be more
difficult to harmonize globally than the "pure" international tax rules.
The latter, such as the source rules or the double taxation relief rules,
tend to find better representation in tax treaties, which, in general,
closely follow the OECD Model Treaty and therefore should be easier
26 OECD Model Treaty, note 8.
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to harmonize. In this Section, I discuss the various stages of interna-
tional tax analysis in their order of application to show the current
level of similarity between the various systems of the world. For each
set of rules, I analyze the potential for global harmonization at present
and draw conclusions about this effect on my rule-harmonization
approach.27
A. Income
Most income tax systems do not define income as clearly as one
would expect. Moreover, even though there is a general acceptance of
the Schanz-Haig-Simons economic definition of income, 28 that is, con-
27 A comprehensive comparative analysis of the tax systems of the world is beyond the
scope of this Article, or any other individual effort. The recent European Commission
report on company taxation is a relevant study within the European Union. 2001 EU Re-
port, note 16, at 2. The study's focus is significantly different than mine, since it is limited
to corporate tax and to the EU single market. Nevertheless, it provides some encouraging
support for my methodology and observations. The report identifies the challenges and
opportunities the globalization of business presents to the European single market. Id. at
20-25. In light of changes since the Ruding Report, Commission of the European Commu-
nities, Report of the Committee of Independent Experts on Company Taxation (1992),
which was relatively skeptical about prospects of corporate tax harmonization in Europe,
the 2001 EU Report elaborated on the several possible targeted and comprehensive ac-
tions to remove obstacles to harmonization. The 2001 EU Report discusses the role of
comprehensive action at length, emphasizing the central role of harmonization of the tax
base of the Union's members, even if complete harmonization of rates is impossible. 2001
EU Report, note 16, at 370-423. The report is generally optimistic about the possibility of
harmonization of certain tax rules within the EU, id. at 153-75, contrary to the general
spirit of the Ruding Report. Because of the different focus, the 2001 EU Report did not
do a comprehensive comparative study of all aspects of the international tax rules, but did
elaborate specifically on certain aspects of the tax base rules and the measurement rules.
Id. In addition, the report used both qualitative and quantitative analyses, id. at 31-32,
further supporting the notion of rule harmonization as a valid approach. The report ac-
knowledges the existing differences between the systems, especially in accounting rules,
but, as I do, it concludes favorably on the possibility of implementation of a consolidated
tax base in Europe, and on the positive direction of unification even in the troubling ac-
counting rules. Id. at 318-23; see also Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert, The EU Consolidated In-
come Tax Revisited (CESifo Working Paper No. 670 (1), 2002) (summarizing and
analyzing the 2001 EU Report, stressing the importance, merits, and optimism about a
consolidated tax base in Europe, and assessing that rate harmonization is probably less
likely), at http://www.CESifo.de/ (available by accessing "Publications" and then "CESifo
Working Papers" and scrolling down); Joann Martens Weiner, Formula Apportionment in
the EU: A Dream Come True or the EU's Worst Nightmare? (CESifo Working Paper No.
667 (1), 2002) (concentrating mainly on the formulary apportionment question), at http://
www.CESifo/de/ (available by accessing "Publications" and then "CESifo Working Pa-
pers" and scrolling down). Another interesting aspect of the 2001 EU Report is its cover-
age of extreme measures that could be implemented only through extensive cooperation,
such as revenue sharing, and which would represent a significant concession of sovereignty
by the member states. 2001 EU Report, note 16, at 407-08.
28 Robert M. Haig, The Concept of Income-Economic and Legal Aspects, in The Fed-
eral Income Tax 1, 7 (Robert M. Haig ed., 1921), reprinted in Am. Econ. Ass'n, Readings
in the Economics of Taxation 54 (Richard A. Musgrave & Carl Shoup eds., 1959); Henry C.
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sumption plus change in net wealth as an important starting point, or
even as the "correct" way to define income, there is no agreement that
it is the appropriate basis for defining income for tax purposes. All
income tax systems today deviate from the basic formula. The debate
over this issue has at least two levels: a normative one29 and a practi-
cal one. Some oppose the very notion of "income" as the proper basis
for taxation. 30 Others argue that although tax should be levied on
"income," the pure SHS definition of income is not practical; for mea-
surement, enforcement, and simplification reasons, the definition
must be amended in order to produce a workable and politically ac-
ceptable income tax system. Practically, all income tax systems at
least adjust the SHS definition to include a realization requirement 31
and annual assessment. As expressed by a leading comparative tax
scholar: "The degree of commonality in income tax is striking.
32
This is true even with respect to this most basic and fragile set of
rules-basic, since it defines the boundaries of the system, and fragile,
since they are exposed to the strongest political influences and there-
fore to the most stubborn sovereignty claims by countries except for
tax rates. Since this is the source of exclusions, exemptions, and de-
ductions (the politician's tools of trade), it is really striking that these
rules are fairly harmonized, with only minor, potentially problematic
differences. 33 The possible hurdles are found in the details of the vari-
Simons, Personal Income Taxation 50 (1938); Georg Schanz, Der Einkommensbegriff und
die Einkommensteuergesetze, 13 Finanzarchiv 1-87 (1896).
29 1 mention this for clarification purposes; this Article does not advocate any alternative
base for taxation as normatively better.
30 See, e.g., Joel Slemrod & Jon Bakija, Taxing Ourselves 199-236 (2000) (reviewing and
summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of different U.S. proposals); Economic Ef-
fects of Fundamental Tax Reform (Henry J. Aaron & William S. Gale eds., 1996) (also
discussing various proposals for U.S. tax reform). Many countries, including the majority
of European nations, have both an income tax system and a value-added tax ("VAT")
system. I acknowledge that the tax collected by many countries may include significant
amounts of consumption-type taxes, mainly the VAT. Regrettably, there is no coordina-
tion of these two systems of central government taxation, and there is no unity of terms,
definitions, or notions between the two. Since the VAT is a significant component in the
tax mix of some major economic forces in today's world, these differences further impede
the possibility of establishing a workable world tax regime.
31 There are exceptions where the rules of some countries provide for yearly mark-to-
market taxation, especially of financial transactions. See, e.g., IRC § 475 (requiring mark-
to-market method for dealers in securities), § 1256 (requiring mark-to-market method for
certain dealer and other financial contracts, including foreign currency contracts), § 1296
(election to mark PFIC stock to market); Revenue Canada Discusses Mark-to-Market
Property Taxation, 98 TNI 173-35, Sept. 8, 1998, available in LEXIS, WTD File (discussing
the Canadian taxation of certain financial institutions).
32 Victor Thuronyi, Introduction, in 2 Tax Law Design and Drafting xxi, xxvi (Victor
Thuronyi ed., 1998).
33 In the past much discussion has been devoted to the debate over the schedular versus
global tax system. See Lee Burns & Richard Krever, Individual Income Tax, in 2 Tax Law
Design and Drafting, note 32, at 495, 495-99; Hugh J. Ault, Comparative Income Taxation
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ous items comprising income. The tax laws of most countries do not
provide a comprehensive definition of income. 34 In general, they re-
quire that most receipts be included in income, though some statutory
exceptions exist.35 I propose to follow the standard SHS definition
(subject to realization) as the baseline definition of income, with the
following possible exceptions.
The first possibly problematic category to harmonize is income from
gifts and windfalls. These nontrivial receipts should be included in
income under the classic formula, but since they are probably insignif-
icant as a matter of fiscal policy and extremely hard to track and en-
force, many countries exclude them for administrative reasons. I
suggest that a harmonized system should exclude them from the in-
come tax base for practical reasons. A separate gift tax might or
might not be levied.
A second category of items that are not always included in income
is employee benefits, excluded in some countries as a matter of social
policy. These may or may not be significant in dollar value, but, like
any other deviations from the baseline definition, they should be in-
cluded in the harmonized income tax base. I understand that political
pressure might require special treatment in some countries. The dif-
ference from the current state is that such deviations from a baseline
would then be more explicit and transparent, and therefore open to
stricter scrutiny. Capital gains, the third possibly problematic cate-
gory, is no different, and should be included in the harmonized in-
come tax base even if a country chooses not to tax them36 for the same
reasons. Other items do not seem to be problematic, and even the
above problematic categories do not seem to create major disputes or
significant administrative costs at the bilateral level.
This set of rules is probably the most elusive in any study of tax
harmonization. On one hand, it is practically harmonized, and any tax
155-57 (1997). Currently, this is a nonissue, and therefore not a possible hurdle to harmo-
nization. See Avi-Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 168. The problematic aspect is that the
global application of schedules, even in a traditionally global tax system, has transferred
the problem to the classification-of-income rules, as explained below, since most current
(formerly schedular) systems impose a tax on almost all income anyway. Even tax systems
that originally implemented schedular tax systems by and large have adopted a residual
schedule, which baskets all income that may have spilled over from the traditional sched-
ules. Ault, supra, at 155-57; Oliver Oldman & Richard Bird, The Transition to a Global
Income Tax, in Taxation in Developing Countries 217 (Richard M. Bird & Oliver Oldman
eds., 4th ed. 1990). On the other hand, even the traditional global tax systems have
adopted schedular elements, mainly to allow differential taxation of certain items of in-
come, such as the U.S. preferential tax rates for capital gains. IRC § 1(h).
34 In the United States, for example, § 61 provides that gross income includes "all in-
come from whatever source derived."
35 Ault, note 33, at 155-57; Burns & Krever, note 33, at 502-05.
36 This could be accomplished by differential tax rates.
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professional can easily tell with a fairly high level of assurance if a
certain item should be included in income in a country different than
her own. On the other hand, the specific categories that I labeled
above as problematic reflect the strong political aspects involved.
Since these are the tax base rules, the base of the pyramid and its
infrastructure, they are the likeliest target for populist politicians.
They are the least transparent and provide the most potential for tax
avoidance-once you are out of the system, you are out and none of
the other rules may apply. I am not sure therefore that it would be
politically possible to include the tax base in the debut of any harmo-
nization effort, even though it does not seem to be technically prob-
lematic (even in the current bilateral treaty regime). 37 As Klaus Vogel
concludes: "[Tlhere is at international level a basic common under-
standing of what 'income' . . . mean[s]. ' 38
An interesting recent development may signal a greater likelihood
of the possibility of global harmonization of the tax base. The EU
commission has suggested allowing companies in member states to use
a consolidated tax base.39 The basis for the suggestion is the conclu-
sion reached by various studies that effective tax rate differentiation
between member states is not attributable to differences in the tax
base, but rather to differences in national statutory rates.40 The com-
mission concludes that it is possible to harmonize the tax base of dif-
ferent countries. This is important since the differences in the tax
bases among EU countries represent the bulk of differences that may
be found worldwide, and involve some of the most influential coun-
tries that account for a significant portion of international trade.41 If it
37 See Ault, note 33, at 157 ("Despite these differences in starting point.., there is more
similarity in results than the formal definitions would suggest."). Realistically, in the inter-
national tax context it is even a smaller problem since most of the potentially disputable
items are local in nature-employment-related, farmers' loopholes, and the like-and
therefore do not pose a technical problem for the limited purposes of this Article. This is
the reason that I could not find any significant dispute between countries on tax base issues
even at the bilateral treaty level.
38 Klaus Vogel, Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions 147 (3rd ed. 1997).
39 Company Taxation: Commission Suggests Single Consolidated Tax Base, EU Com-
mission Release IP/01/1468, 2001 WTD 206-27, Oct. 24, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD
File.
40 Id. The suggestion to develop a consolidated tax base as a first step in the harmoniza-
tion process supports the basic theme of this Article that it is possible to harmonize sepa-
rate sets of rules, one at a time, and achieve efficiency gains. The studies of Hans-Werner
Sinn back this theme. He concluded back in 1990 that harmonization of the tax bases in
Europe is more important than a harmonization of tax rates in the context of direct (in-
come) taxation for achievement of efficiency gains from the harmonization project. Hans-
Werner Sinn, Tax Harmonization and Tax Competition in Europe 9-11 (NBER Working
Paper No. 3248, 1990), at http://papers.nber.org/papers/w3248.v5.pdf.
41 Optimally, a globally harmonized tax base also may contribute to harmonization in
basic tax reporting (as envisioned by the EU) and additional significant savings in compli-
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is believed that tax base harmonization is possible in the European
Union, it is more likely that it can be achieved globally.
In conclusion, the income tax base currently is fairly harmonized. It
is possible to completely harmonize it without significant disputes,
since there are only political rather than technical or ideological rea-
sons for most exclusions. The use of the tax system to implement so-
cial policies is under debate, but the issue should be diverted to the
tax rates level where it is most transparent and less distortive,42 being
at the tip of the pyramid of rules and affecting the tax outcome of no
other sets of rules. It also should result in significant administrative
gains 43 and reduced arbitrage opportunities.
C. Measuring the Tax Base and the Transfer Pricing Rules
1. Tax Accounting
Once the substantive boundaries of the income concept are set,
items need to be measured for tax purposes. Tax systems differ both
in the substantive accounting rules and the philosophy behind them.
In general, civil law countries use tax accounting rules that closely fol-
low their financial accounting rules. These rules are conservative in
principle and do not aim at economic accuracy. Rather, their intent is
to protect creditors, namely the banks, and the integrity and stability
of the financial system. Others, like the United States, employ sepa-
rate and sometimes significantly different tax accounting rules. These
rules include adjustments to the U.S. financial reporting standards,
which are not entirely similar to parallel standards in the rest of the
world. In addition, the U.S. tax system has an elaborate separate set
of time value of money rules,44 some elective twists like the install-
ment sale method,45 and the overriding rule that the accounting
method chosen by the taxpayer should "clearly reflect income."'46 The
goal of these special rules is to try to reflect the true economic value
ance costs. This, however, only may be achieved later on in the process. It is important to
stress, nevertheless, the difference between the goals of the EU suggestion aiming at a
consolidated EU return and my proposal. I acknowledge that we are very far from any
possibility of allowing multinationals to file one tax return reporting their worldwide in-
come. Although beyond the scope of this Article, it is interesting to note how logical such
solution may be from the organizational standpoint of such multinational corporations.
42 It also would have a strong democratic effect in the reduction of lobbyist pressure, or
diversion of that pressure to the more transparent areas of the tax system, where their
influence can be less harmful and costlier.
43 At the least, it would cut compliance costs that have piled up for taxpayers doing
business globally. Under harmonization, they would face similar definitions, terms, and
possibly even unified forms.
" See, e.g., IRC § 1272.
45 IRC § 453.
46 IRC § 446(b).
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of the reported figures. These rules are therefore not necessarily
conservative.
Naturally, this dissimilarity results in additional compliance and
transactional costs for multinationals. Nominally, it may result in ei-
ther double taxation or undertaxation of income from the perspective
of the countries involved. Nonetheless, this has never been on the
agenda in bilateral treaty negotiations, which represent a basic com-
promise under which the definitions and measurement rules of each
country are used to determine taxation in each of the parties to the
convention. The treaty "assigns" to each country a "piece" of the pie
and each country applies its measurement rules to that piece. Al-
though successful, this system is only a compromise, since it is artificial
to view each piece of the pie separately, or each so-called item of in-
come separately. Taxpayers' choices may be distorted as a result of
the divergence of the measurement rules, increasing the obvious inef-
ficiencies generated by the inflated compliance and administrative
costs. On the other hand, since the treaty negotiation process gener-
ally excludes these rules, they do not add unnecessary burdens inher-
ent to the bilateral negotiation processes.
It is unrealistic to expect that countries would be willing to include
the tax measurement rules at the top of the agenda of international
tax harmonization. These are, like the tax base rules, primarily do-
mestic rules with deep historical, and almost ideological roots, arising
from the foundations of some countries' economic structure. 47
Changes in the accounting rules have many significant implications in
areas of the law apart from taxation and the transition period might
be painful and have adverse affects in fields like corporate and securi-
ties law. Moreover, such changes are very hard and at least equally
painful to reverse.48 At the first glance one would think that if harmo-
nization were possible, it would follow the civil law countries' regime,
since they follow the already available financial reports and their sys-
47 This is especially true in Germany, where the tax law must follow rights and obliga-
tions created under civil law and respect principles of other fields of law. From the ac-
counting perspective, there must be a linkage between financial accounting and tax
accounting. This is the result of the traditional support of the banking industry and high-
growth industries that benefit from the timing preference effectively created by these rules.
Ault, note 33, at 69. The abolishment of this linkage would result in a benefit to the indus-
try and might further weaken the already shaken German banking system.
48 A similar issue, though much smaller in scope, is the issue of indexation for inflation.
The vast majority of countries have decided to refrain from adopting such rules unless
necessary, and unless they were sure that they expected long periods of inflation. Coun-
tries surviving long inflation periods that then tried to phase out indexation rules, like
Israel, realized how complex and painful such phase-out is. Facing zero inflation in 2000,
both the Institute for Accounting Standardization and the tax authorities struggled to im-
plement a smooth transition solution for such phase-out. See Income Tax Commission
Directive No. 18/2001, at http://www.mof.gov.il/itc/mainpage.htm (in Hebrew).
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tems enjoy important advantages, such as simplicity, transparency, ef-
fectiveness, and mainly efficiency. This approach saves significant
compliance and transaction costs, double expertise, and work. It also
seems easier to envision one globally applicable financial and tax ac-
counting standards along the same lines. Nevertheless, there has not
been such a trend. It seems more likely that some of the European
countries will adopt measurement rules that will be increasingly simi-
lar in concept to those of the United States. The accounting systems
in these countries face contemporary criticism that they do not accu-
rately reflect the economics of businesses and transactions;49 if
adopted, such changes may make harmonization a much simpler
task.50 The economic structure of these countries is changing. The
banking system plays a lesser role and private equity investments play
a larger role, similar to the traditional U.S. structure. This is under-
standable as the United States plays a more significant role in the inte-
gration of global markets, in general, and the western markets in
particular.
In conclusion, it is unlikely that the tax accounting rules would be
one of the first sets of international tax rules to be harmonized in a
world tax regime, but they might be included at a later stage in the
process. The fact that they were not harmonized should not affect the
harmonization of the rest of the rules,51 but taxpayers might still face
different dollar values for an item of income in two different coun-
tries, resulting possibly in either double taxation or nontaxation.
2. Transfer Pricing
A somewhat different picture is to be found in a specific set of mea-
surement rules, the transfer pricing rules.52 Although arising mainly
49 The main criticism raised, especially in Germany, concerns the impact of the tax law
on financial accounting because the companies follow the tax rules in drawing up their
financial statements. See, e.g., Georg DOllerer, Massgeblichkeit der Handelsbilanz in
Gefahr, 1971 Betriebsberater 1333; Brigitte Knobbe-Keuk, Bilanz-und Unternehmenss-
teuerrecht 30 (1993). The recent development in financial accounting of international har-
monization and applying a mark-to-market approach in more instances, however, led many
professionals to favor the two-book system. See, e.g., Giorgio Behr, Bewertung und Of-
fenlegung gemaess Vorentwurf zum RRG, 69 Archiv fuer Schweizerisches Abgaberecht 3
(2000/2001); Peter Gurtner, Neue Rechnungslegung-Prinzipielle Massgeblichkeit oder
eigenstandige Steuerbilanz? 69 Archiv fuer Schweizerisches Abgaberecht 63 (2000/2001).
50 See 2001 EU Report, note 27, at 318-24, 405-07.
51 The end result of these rules is just a number-a dollar amount, to which the rest of
the rules apply. For example, a larger amount of income may result in an application of a
higher rate, but it does not change the rate structure applied.
52 This is just one example of "complementary" rules for the measurement system, that
is, rules that are not part of the accounting rules per se. See Diane M. Ring, Risk-Shifting
Within a Multinational Corporation: The Incoherence of the U.S. Tax Regime, 38 B.C. L.
Rev. 667 (1997) (discussing a variety of other such complementary rules).
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from enforcement needs, they basically provide a standard for mea-
suring income in cases of payments between related parties. As mul-
tinationals' activities increase, there will be an increasing amount of
business and payments between related parties, escalating the impor-
tance of the transfer pricing rules.5 3 Currently there are more than 30
countries that have adopted transfer pricing rules,54 following the
United States.55 The decisive majority of these countries have
adopted the arm's length standard as the core of these rules, as has the
OECD.5 6 The adoption of the arm's length standard, and the docu-
mentation requirements by most of the major economic powers in the
world, have allowed for its penetration into the international tax sys-
tems of many other countries, which either adopted the standard into
their law directly or indirectly. Such indirect means may have in-
cluded interpretation by assimilation in cases of Lacunae, or using the
arm's length standard as a result of the application of the "associated
enterprises" articles in the treaties.5 7 These articles basically were
adopted from the language of article 9 to the OECD Model Treaty. 58
The arm's length standard, in particular, has been harshly criti-
cized,59 and some predicted that it eventually would become extinct.60
53 For interesting indications regarding this development and the perceptions surround-
ing it, see Ernst & Young Int'l, Ltd., Transfer Pricing 2001 Global Survey, at http://
www.ey.com.pl/gcrdownload/TP-survey.pdf [hereinafter EY 2001 Global Survey]. The sur-
vey, like its 1999 predecessor, shows an ever-increasing importance for transfer pricing
support, in fact and by perception, among multinationals around the world.
54 See Ernst & Young, LLP, Transfer Pricing Global Reference Guide (2002), at http://
www.ey.com/global/download.nsf/International/
GlobalTransferPricingGuideAugust_2002/$file/GblTrans..pricing__Aug02.pdf.
55 See IRC § 482; Reg. § 1.482 (U.S. transfer pricing rules); see also IRC § 6662(e) (con-
temporaneous documentation). For the history of transfer pricing and the arm's length
standard, see Robert G. Clark, Transfer Pricing, Section 482, and International Tax Con-
flict: Getting Harmonized Income Allocation Measures From Multinational Cacophony,
42 Am. U. L. Rev. 1155, 1166-68 (1993).
56 OECD, Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Adminis-
trations P-2 to P-4 (1995) [hereinafter OECD Guidelines]. These guidelines, first pub-
lished in 1995, updated a set that originally was published in 1979. Id. at P-4. The OECD
Guidelines were updated regularly until October of 1999. At that time, a new Annex to
the OECD Guidelines was added that provided guidance on conducting advance pricing
arrangements under the mutual agreement procedure. Id. at AN-19. The Preamble to the
OECD Commentary to Article 9 of the OECD Model Treaty also references the OECD
Guidelines and notes that the Guidelines examine the application of Article 9. OECD
Model Treaty, note 8, art. 9, Commentary $ 4 [hereinafter OECD Commentary].
57 A powerful example is Mexico, which abandoned its traditional formulary transfer
pricing rules in favor of the OECD transfer pricing guidelines to join the OECD. See Avi-
Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 170.
58 OECD Model Treaty, note 8.
59 Any practitioner knows that this standard leaves a wide margin of operation for so-
phisticated tax planners. In addition to the ever-growing amount of work it brought to the
table of economists and tax compliance providers, the adoption of transfer pricing rules
and the arm's length standard provided sophisticated international tax specialists with a
fancy new tool to exploit for the benefit of their clients and firms. This device does not
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Nevertheless, the OECD has reaffirmed the arm's length principle as
the international standard.61 The OECD's Transfer Pricing Guide-
lines discuss why, in its view, the benefits of the arm's length standard
outweigh its drawbacks. 62
In any case, the arms' length standard is at the center of current
consensus, with little resistance at the governmental level. Nonethe-
less, there are a few serious hurdles to overcome before one can really
harmonize the transfer pricing rules globally.63 First, the arm's length
standard offers several allowable determination methods, using ap-
proximations and comparables that are by definition inaccurate. The
level of accuracy or appropriateness of each method for each situation
is hard to determine. Various countries have issued different guide-
lines with respect to "best method" determinations. 64 Harmonization
of the basic standard without resolving the question of the "best
method" is possible, but eventually will allow arbitrage. Adopting the
OECD guidelines, refined to accommodate developments and
changes in the business environment, seems like a likely compromise.
Second, documentation requirements are central to current transfer
pricing practice. Distinct documentation requirements in different
countries increase the already heavy administrative burden in the
transfer pricing area. Transfer pricing service providers are promoting
to their clients an integrated global documentation approach that will
eliminate some of these (unnecessary) inefficiencies, with limited suc-
cess at present.65 There is no reason that this should be left to the
professional services firms, or the individual countries in a world tax
require extensive sophistication for practical use, but it does necessitate a lot of paper in
the best tradition of U.S. documentation. The wasteful costs of the current transfer pricing
practice as it exists today are considerable and very visible. See EY 2001 Global Survey,
note 53, at 17; Clark, note 55, at 1159-66. As transfers of intangibles and the increasing
importance of intra-group services take a more significant role in international business
(especially when hard-to-track mechanisms of trade such as e-commerce serve as a grow-
ingly important means of transfer, especially of such intangibles), the appeal of the current
practice of transfer pricing became questionable. Modern economics does not have an
efficient, accurate, and affordable way to value intangibles (or services). Approximations
and comparables are used to best perform this task. E-commerce does not physically ap-
pear at the border, and in many cases trade is being performed across open borders, which
may seriously reduce the efficiency of the documentation requirement.
60 See, e.g., Brian E. Lebowitz, Transfer Pricing and the End of International Taxation,
19 Tax Notes Int'l 1207 (Sept. 27, 1999).
61 OECD Guidelines, note 56, at 1-6.
62 Id. at I-1 to 1-6.
63 See, e.g., OECD Commentary, note 56, art. 9, $ 4.
64 See EY 2001 Global Survey, note 53, at 17 fig. 19 and 30-51 (presenting country-
specific results). In spite of the different approaches there is a trend of general acceptance
of the OECD transfer pricing guidelines. The single important exception is the Brazilian
tax authorities, who promote a formulary approach. Id. at 33.
65 See, e.g., id. at 16-18.
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regime. Mandating a single form of documentation that would serve
worldwide inspection would reduce both the costs of compliance and
administration of these rules. Finally, the harmonization of the trans-
fer pricing rules would mandate co-ordination with the general dis-
pute resolution and common interpretation mechanism of the world
tax regime. Partly as a result of the differences described above,
courts have become involved in transfer pricing disputes. 66 Unilateral
interpretation in transfer pricing will result in either double taxation
or undertaxation since that difference amounts to a certain amount of
income, which is either taxed in both countries involved, or not taxed
at all. This result is contrary to existing acceptable international tax
norms. I conclude that the transfer pricing rules could be part of the
initial stage of a world tax regime initiative, 67 but this process may not
be effortless.68
C. Classification of Types of "Income"
The need for classification-of-income rules arises from the patholo-
gies of the income tax system. In the domestic context, they may be
required in order to enable differential tax treatment for certain items
of income, such as capital gains and/or dividends. In the international
context, many tax classifications may result in large varieties of tax, or
even in extreme situations, no tax, double tax, or worse. In most
cases, the need for such classification rules is the result of other tax
66 See Liv Kjeldsberg, Norwegian Supreme Court Approves Use of OECD Transfer
Pricing Guidelines, 2001 WTD 205-08, Oct. 23, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File (dis-
cussing ruling that the OECD guidelines are to be used in the interpretation of a Norwe-
gian tax statute in case involving the deduction of insurance premiums paid to a captive
insurance company); David L. Lupi-Sher, Transfer Pricing, Burden of Proof Issues High-
light This Week's U.S. Court Filings, 2000 WTD 94-13, May 15, 2000, available in LEXIS,
WTD File (reporting that the German Finance Ministry filed an amicus brief in DHL
Corp. v. Commissioner, 285 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 2002), arguing that the Tax Court erred in
upholding the Service's reallocation of income among DHL and its subsidiaries and related
foreign corporations and in assessing penalties, in violation of the U.S.-German income tax
treaty); David Roberto R. Soares da Silva, Tax Treaty Prevails Over Local Transfer Pricing
Rules, Brazilian Court Rules, 2001 WTD 67-5, Apr. 6, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File
(discussing Brazilian federal court ruling that the Brazil-German tax treaty prevails over
Brazil's transfer pricing rules).
67 The need for harmonization is very strong already. The current arrangement has
struggled in the last 10 years to achieve some coordination in order to ameliorate the inef-
ficiencies and impotence of the current practice without much success. Clark, note 55, at
1198-211.
68 Normatively, I doubt that the arm's length standard will hold its primary position as
the guiding principle in transfer pricing practice. Nevertheless, the presentation of a more
appropriate and efficient standard should be easier and more efficient if it is introduced to
an already harmonized global system. The alternative most likely would involve a less
efficient standard fighting its way along with others through each stand-alone system sepa-
rately, causing much larger transition inefficiencies in the process.
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rules adopted by political pressure and/or inefficient measures, obvi-
ously, in countervention to the traditional coherent definition of in-
come. As globalization speeds up, and contemporary phenomena
challenge current tax concepts, the importance of classification rules
increases. The two most obvious examples are the increasing use of
more complex financial instruments, which emphasizes the inherent
difficulty in distinguishing between debt and equity, and the advent of
e-commerce, mainly that which involves the transfer of intangibles
and digitized products, which places added pressure on the distinction
among services, sales, and licensing transactions. For most purposes
the United States, like other countries, does not have a single, clear
set of classification rules. At first glance, most items are easy to char-
acterize and are supported by definitions in other legal fields69 or pos-
sibly implied from other tax rules. Nevertheless, as the e-commerce
experience shows, creative use of classification rules may result in un-
dertaxation. E-commerce income of an entity located in a low- (or
no-) tax jurisdiction may easily escape taxation on income generated
from a high-tax country, if characterized as sale proceeds or payment
for services rather than royalties. The original vague characterization
rules were developed mainly in the courts,70 and in a mainly "tangi-
ble" world; they were (and still are) vague, fact dependent, and obvi-
ously courts may apply them differently, a fortiori by courts in
different countries. Creative tax attorneys, in such environment,
could develop what I call "hybrid intangible transactions," character-
ized in one way in the country of source and in another in the country
of residence, effectively leading to less than full taxation in any of the
countries involved. Multi-country transactions multiply these risks.
Two major efforts have arisen as a result, and they illustrate the
usefulness of global harmonization efforts. The United States promul-
gated proposed regulations for the classification of income from cross-
border transactions involving software late in 1996. 71 The regulations,
commonly called the "software regulations," provide tests to distin-
guish among sales, services, licensing, and leasing income when
software is involved in a cross-border transaction. The software regu-
lations influenced more than just U.S. taxpayers. Other countries
have used their tests to one extent or the other, especially when the
relevant transactions involved the United States. The OECD fol-
lowed this regulatory effort and recently published its set of rules for
69 For example, copyright laws may be used to identify licenses from sales and royalties
from sales proceeds.
70 For a review and commentary of the U.S. rules, see Charles I. Kingson & Cynthia A.
Blum, International Taxation 101-98 (1998).
71 These regulations were finalized, with only a few changes, as Reg. § 1.861-18 on Sep-
tember 30, 1998. T.D. 8785, 1998-2 C.B. 494.
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the characterization of income from e-commerce activity72 as part of
its overall effort to deal with the taxation of income from e-commerce.
The report does not really differ in result from the software regula-
tions, but it is larger in scope and there is one main issue that is clearly
not part of the consensus among OECD members, namely, the treat-
ment of technical services. Such controversies nevertheless are few.
The less controversial rules are almost identical in any case, and the
more controversial still present relatively simple arbitrage opportuni-
ties to sophisticated tax planners. These harmful opportunities may
be handled best through international cooperation rather than unilat-
eral anti-avoidance measures. Harmonization of the rules is possible,
as the e-commerce experience has shown. As with other bottom-of-
the-pyramid rules, there may be political pressure by arbitrage benefi-
ciaries and their agents who enjoy these rules, particularly since they
involve definitions, words, and languages that may be interpreted and
translated in many different ways.73 Efficiency would be served well
therefore by the elimination of this wasteful, unequal, and distortive
enjoyment, in particular where there seem to be no real, ideological,
or significant technical reasons that would prevent such harmoniza-
tion attempt. But harmonization of these rules alone will not suffice,
since they involve definitional language. They must be supported,
therefore, by an interpretative body that will apply the rules and
maintain their integrity.74
D. Source Rules
Source rules perform the function of dividing items of "income" be-
tween countries. 75 Therefore, unification of source rules would be an
extremely significant step towards a world tax regime worthy of its
72 Technical Advisory Group on Treaty Characterisation of Electronic Commerce Pay-
ments, OECD, Tax Treaty Characterisation Issues Arising From E-Commerce, at http://
www.oecd.org/pdf/M000015000/M00015536.pdf (2001) [hereinafter OECD Electronic
Commerce Report].
73 Therefore, I am not sure that it is possible to promote their harmonization as the first
world tax regime effort, although it is desirable.
74 The OECD has done this through its Model Commentary. In the bilateral context,
the Commentary has served fairly well; exploitation of the characterization rules in the
bilateral treaty context required sophistication and risk-taking. Nevertheless, the OECD
could not control the more sophisticated transactions involving more than two countries.
As the stakes increase, it is expected that taxpayers will attempt to challenge the Commen-
tary even in the bilateral context, especially in countries that do not respect its legal
authority.
75 They also should include deductions, although in certain cases, mainly interest deduc-
tions, they do not serve well in their traditional form. Alternatively, some countries, like
the United States, chose to use special allocation rules to address this problem. I do not
elaborate on this here, since it recently has been analyzed and explained, including the
merits of cooperation between countries, although from a U.S. perspective. See Daniel N.
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name. The main hurdle stems from the inherent tension in source
rules between the commonly called "source countries"-usually net
capital importers-promoting more taxation at source, and "residence
countries"-usually capital exporters-promoting as little taxation at
source as possible. The use of labels, such as "domestic income" and
"foreign income," is counterproductive since there are many cases
where income just cannot be considered to entirely "belong" to one
country or the other, and since the focus of these rules is on division,
settlement, and compromise rather than adversity. These labels may
be convenient and useful to bureaucrats and politicians involved in
the tax policymaking and debate process,76 but, on the other hand,
they may transform the policy analysis and debate into a political, or
even patriotic debate. Instead of division of income in a compromise
manner, countries are forced into a defensive manner of "protecting"
their income.
The source rules are a set of arbitrary rules that were carefully
crafted to support a specific compromise. 77 They do not follow sound
economic principles, particularly not the cornerstone of income tax
thinking-the SHS definition of income. Fortunately, these com-
promises (over the rules, not the magnitude of taxation) are fairly sim-
ilar worldwide, making a harmonization effort relatively easy because
of the increasing importance of tax treaties, especially the OECD
Model Treaty, on the domestic international tax rules of the world.
Many nations have in effect incorporated the OECD Model Treaty
source rules into their own systems. 78 Some even have expanded their
net of taxation to include treaty-sourced income that would not have
been sourced to them under domestic rules.79
Nevertheless, there are two areas where debate still exists. The
more complicated is the treatment of income generated from the pro-
vision of personal services (hereinafter "service income"); the other is
the taxation of capital gains. The former usually is taxed like business
Shaviro, Does More Sophisticated Mean Better? A Critique of Alternative Approaches to
Sourcing the Interest Expense of U.S. Multinationals, 54 Tax L. Rev. 353 (2001).
76 Robert J. Patrick, Jr., General Report, Rules for Determining Income and Expenses
as Domestic or Foreign, 65b Cahiers de Droit Fisc. Int'l 15, 15 (1980).
77 Hugh J. Ault & David F. Bradford, Taxing International Income: An Analysis of the
U.S. System and its Economic Premises, in Taxation in the Global Economy 11, 12 (Assaf
Razin & Joel Slemrod eds., 1990).
78 This occurs either directly or through the effect of treaties on domestic law lacking
explicit source rules. See Richard J. Vann, International Aspects of Income Tax, in 2
Thuronyi, note 32, at 718, 735-36.
79 See discussion of Australia, Japan, and France in John F. Avery Jones, Luc de Broe,
Maarten J. Ellis, Kees van Raad, Pierre Fontaneau, Pierre-Marie Fontaneau, Raoul Lenz,
Henri Torrione, Toshio Miyatake, Sidney I. Roberts, Sanford H. Goldberg, Jakob Strobl,
Jurgen Killius, Victor Uckmar, Federico Giuliani, Guglielmo Maisto, Richard J. Vann &
David A. Ward, Tax Treaty Problems Relating to Source, 38 Eur. Tax'n 78, 79 (1998).
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income, especially since the elimination of Article 14 of the OECD
Model Treaty, which treated personal services separately from busi-
ness income.80 The controversy is over the source of "technical ser-
vices," which are taxed in the same manner as royalties in some
countries. 81 This is, and should be, a question of characterization and
therefore should have no bearing on the harmonization of the source
rules for services. It is relatively clear in which country these services
are performed, and that should be the source of the income. Cases
like remote (cross-border) technical support should be addressed sep-
arately in the interpretation guidelines.
In some countries capital gains still are taxed at source. 82 I could
not find any proof that this policy is beneficial to any of these coun-
tries, or that any country has ever raised a logical argument in support
of it.83 These exceptions should be eliminated, preventing some arbi-
trage opportunities and needless administrative and complexity costs.
Other than these two areas, powerful, globally harmonized source
rules are already in place. The basic notion behind them is that "ac-
tive" income should be taxed solely in the residence country and "pas-
sive" income may be taxed first in the source country, leaving residual
taxation to the residence country. Currently, there is some basic un-
derstanding that "business income" should be taxed in the business'
residence country, and another country may tax a business to the ex-
tent that it has a "taxable presence" in that country. The definitions
of residency and taxable presence are not globally unified, 84 although
80 See OECD,
81 Vikram Shroff, Tax on Technical Services May Snare Uninformed Foreign Entities, 24
Tax Notes Int'l 450 (Oct. 29, 2001); David Roberto R. Soares da Silva & Alessandra M.
Villas-Boas, Regulations Clarify Application of Royalty Tax, 24 Tax Notes Int'l 226 (Oct.
15, 2001).
82 See, e.g., Israeli Income Tax Ordinance pt. 5, § 88, and pt. 10, ch. 1, art. 2 § 164 (10th
ed. A.G. Publications 2001).
83 The stated reason (at least in the discussions with the Israeli authorities) is usually
revenue, but this seems to be both false and unsatisfactory on policy grounds. The prob-
lem is that in a bilateral tax treaty context, the other country (Israel's treaty partner) does
not care that Israel taxes capital gains at source. The treaty partner does not tax capital
gains at source (by not requiring withholding tax on remittances of sale proceeds), and, in
reality, this requirement just creates a self-inflicted disadvantage to the country requiring
it.
84 Most countries use in one form or another the old common law test of "management
and control" to determine residency of businesses, together with a more formal place-of-
organization test. See Peter Andrew Harris, Corporate/Shareholder Income Taxation 279-
80 (Int'l Bur. Fisc. Doc. ed., 1996). An exception is the United States, which applies only
the formal rule, and tries to trap various appropriate business taxpayers with other rules.
This approach has been widely criticized. See, e.g., Graetz, note 3, at 320-23. Another
possible difference between tax systems may be their definitions of taxable presence, the
use of which may be conceived also as the "source"-based tax on business income. This is a
question of scale and presence because not every business-related activity performed
abroad should or feasibly may be taxed. The third major potential dissimilarity between
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in the bilateral treaty context they seem very close. The best example
is the worldwide acceptance of the permanent establishment concept.
This powerful consensus serves as a significant basis for any harmoni-
zation effort. The differences in application of these rules in some
circumstances should not pose a significant threat to this effort.
A powerful consensus also exists with respect to the source rules for
dividends. They are sourced at the country of the dividends' payor,
which allows the source country to get the "first bite" of taxation. The
major disputes in this area relate to situations involving more than two
countries or to features of specific bilateral treaties. The rules for
sourcing interest income are a bit more complicated than the dividend
income sourcing rules. The basic rule sources the interest income to
the country of the payor, again allowing the source country the first
bite. Most countries consider the residence of the payor as the coun-
try of source. There are many more cases of branches paying interest
because banks and other financial institutions traditionally do busi-
ness outside their country of formation in a branch form, rather than
in an incorporated form, usually for nontax reasons. This may raise a
problem in the bilateral context since the branch country is not part of
the treaty, but there should be no problem for a multilateral treaty
like a world tax regime. If interest is sourced to the country of the
payor, which can be identified, then it should not be difficult to deter-
mine the source of interest income (no matter what form the payor
chooses to use). 85
tax systems is the method of attribution of income (tax base) to such taxable presences.
Normally I refer to these taxable presences as "permanent establishments," which is the
treaty term, although many countries use this rule domestically to determine "taxable pres-
ence" of a business. The United States and others use a parallel term, such as "trade or
business" or "effectively connected," rather than "attributable to," for nontreaty purposes.
Nevertheless, the influence and use of the treaty rules (mainly those of the OECD Model
Treaty), commentaries and if I may, the common law (or the merchants' custom, if it
pleases one better) evolving from it, developed into an almost universally accepted set of
rules with very few and insignificant deviations and variations. There currently are very
few disputes of substance over the above issues.
85 A second issue may be more complicated (although it is mainly a normative issue that
is beyond the scope of this Article). in reality, most interest is paid in a treaty context, and
treaties, especially those between the major economic forces, more and more reduce the
bite allowed to source countries to zero or close to it. The sensitive issue raised by the
above phenomenon is not a source rules issue per se, since the general (consensus) source
rule still works. Nevertheless, it emphasizes the query raised before-what has source to
do with it, anyway? It seems that the trend to zero taxation reflects a belief that the gener-
ally accepted source rule for interest income is not so generally accepted, at least not as the
"right" rule. Maybe this rule is not required at all, and only the residence country should
tax interest income, which practically currently is sourced there. Neither result negates the
possibility of adopting one globally accepted sourcing rule. In fact, it seems that the global
community has done exactly that.
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The source rules for royalty income are slightly more complex only
because they deal largely with elusive intellectual property. Other
than that, at the source rules' level, the de facto harmonization is as
robust as in any other area. Royalties are paid for a license: the right
to exploit or use rights owned by others. The widely accepted rule is
that royalties may be taxed first by the country in which the rights are
used or exploited. As with dividends and interest, this is just the
source country's right to take the first bite of taxation of this item.
The source rule for royalties faces a problem similar to that of the
interest source rules-many countries mutually refrain from imposing
withholding taxes on royalties under their current bilateral tax trea-
ties. The belief that royalty income should be taxed only by the resi-
dence country of the owner of the rights also reflects the difficulty of
distinguishing between royalty income and business income generated
from licensing. The new economy, and the intensive use of intangibles
and licenses in the new business environment, emphasizes this prob-
lem. It is fairly complex, unlike other cases, to determine where rights
are exploited, since geographical borders mean very little these days.
The elimination of withholding tax on royalty payments in effect
changes the rule to a residence-based source rule, similar to the sale of
personal property. Global acceptance of this rule also would relieve
the stress on the characterization rules (between a sale and a license
of intellectual property) and in substance would not modify the cur-
rent consensus. Nevertheless, it is possible to use the current
consensus.
In conclusion, the source rules are close to being de facto harmo-
nized already. Certain differences 86 could be solved in a world tax
regime, but most of them would not be relevant since they arise from
the bilateral nature of the current regime.
86 In 1998, a respected group of international tax experts concluded: "[T]here are no
universally accepted definitions of source." Jones et al., note 79, at 79. Analyzing the
bilateral treaty network it discussed the following cases:
(1) Interest paid by a permanent establishment (hereinafter "PE") may have dual
source-both in the country of the payor's home office and the PE country. The group
acknowledged that the essence of the problem is in the pure bilateral application of most
tax treaties and not a conceptual difference in the source rules themselves. Id. at 80-81.
(2) The OECD Model Treaty, note 8, art. 10(5), disconnects dividends paid from the
profits out of which they are derived. The rules provide what the group calls "a negative
source rule," preventing the source country, as such, from exercising its right of taxation.
The problem is the vagueness of this rule. Id. at 86.
(3) The potential conflict between internal source rules and tax treaties with respect to
the grant of relief from double taxation. This problem is a result of incoherence in the
structure of bilateral treaties caused usually by politics and inability to clearly seal the
compromise embedded in the treaty. Id. at 88-90. This conflict is not a problem at the
world tax regime level.
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E. Taxing Provisions
Tax rates are the most fiercely defended component of each coun-
try's tax system. Tax rates are probably also the most subject to
change, as well as the most political feature. All taxpayers know at
least the top tax rate to which they are possibly subject and every
politician is sensitive to that. Thus, at least externally, tax breaks tend
to be discussed in closed rooms-especially when they are "special"
enough. Not surprisingly, therefore, one should expect that tax rates
would be the component of the tax system most associated with sover-
eignty, and least likely to be completely harmonized. Moreover, the
phenomenon of the growing proximity of tax rates, at least among the
major economic forces in the world, is deterministic. The two big
fears have not come true. Although tax rate schedules have grown
more similar in the last 20 years, 87 there has not been a "snowball
effect," resulting in tax rates too low for countries to collect enough
revenues, nor has there been complete harmonization of rates that
jeopardize the basic ability of governments to alter their rate sched-
ules. It is a common belief that the top corporate tax rates have
dropped, tax bases have broadened, and tax burdens in general have
risen. This is generally true.88 The basic income tax reforms in the
1980's and 1990's were to lower the corporate tax rates to the 30%-
plus level, to lower the top personal income tax rate to as close as
possible (politically and fiscally) to that level, and to broaden the tax
base.8 9 Broadening the tax base had the most politically explosive po-
tential because that meant giving up the giveaways, which are the
strongest weapon in the hands of any politician. Therefore, these in-
come tax reforms were complemented by an increased burden of con-
sumption taxes-mainly of the VAT type-and of social security
contributions. Tax systems following the above-mentioned pattern be-
came less progressive. The tax burden of the lower income part of
society has grown more than that of the rich.90 In addition, as busi-
nesses grow to be increasingly global, they become more sensitive to
differences in tax burdens between countries in general, and tax rate
disparities in particular. 91 This allows the global economy the effi-
87 See Assaf Razin & Joel Slemrod, Introduction to Taxation in the Global Economy,
note 77, at 1; see also Haroldene F. Wunder, Tanzi (1987): A Retrospective, 54 Nat'l Tax J.
763 (2001) (reviewing this process).
88 See, e.g., Jeffrey Owens, Tax Reform for the 21st Century, 14 Tax Notes Int'l 583
(Feb. 17, 1997).
89 Id. at 584, 587.
90 Id. at 588.
91 Recent economic literature finds a direct connection between tax rates and the deci-
sion to invest or locate certain businesses or assets abroad. See Rosanne Altshuler, Harry
Grubert & T. Scott Newlon, Has U.S. Investment Abroad Become More Sensitive to Tax
Rates? (NBER Working Paper No. 6383, 1998) (finding that in 1984-1992 the allocation of
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ciency benefits of competition that is direct and transparent, in con-
trast to the use of loopholes and unintended, relatively small,
nonideological differences in the nontransparent parts of the tax rules'
pyramid. The harmonization of the tax rates is not only politically
impractical, but under my approach is unnecessary for the stability of
a world tax regime. 92 Such a regime that would include all sets of tax
rules except for the rate schedule may not be worse than one with a
single rate schedule, since the pie countries divide is one of income
and not tax revenues. Countries may put a heavier or lighter burden
on their share of the pie, if well defined (and agreed upon, globally),
without affecting the share of other countries. This would neutralize
some emotional and rhetorical opposition to harmonization.
F. Unilateral Relief Provisions
Most countries provide some relief from domestic taxation to tax-
payers who have earned income abroad, to the extent of the foreign
tax paid on such income. This relief is normally unilateral, that is, it is
not dependent on an applicable tax treaty, but usually is synchronized
with the countries' treaty obligations. The two most prominent meth-
ods of relief are the foreign tax credit (FTC) and the exemption of
foreign source income. These provisions are purely international in
real capital may have become more sensitive to host country taxes); see also Rosanne
Altshuler & R. Glenn Hubbard, The Effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 on the Loca-
tion of Assets in Financial Services Firms (NBER Working Paper No. 7903, 2000) (finding
that after the 1986 Act assets in manufacturing subsidiaries became more sensitive to tax
rate variations ); Harry Grubert & John Mutti, Do Taxes Influence Where U.S. Corpora-
tions Invest?, 53 Nat'l Tax J. 825 (2000) (discussing empirical results showing that average
effective tax rates have a significant effect on location choice and the amount of capital
invested and that absent taxes approximately 19% of U.S. capital abroad would be in a
different location).
92 Because of the sensitivity to sovereignty, tax rates probably will not be considered for
harmonization soon. I am not even convinced that they should be and they do not need to
be in order to implement my approach. The literature is divided between the proponents
and opponents of tax competition between countries. As I read it, it is clear to me that
some level of competition should be maintained, and the nominal tax rates in each country
should remain therefore (at least relatively) free from external supervision. This is not a
new observation. See, e.g., Mintz, note 16, at 420. Exploring the possibility and benefits of
a formula allocation solution for a world corporate income tax, Mintz concludes that his
proposal may seem to be limiting "autonomy and flexibility of governments" (that is, pose
a sovereignty threat). He notes that they can still use other means, like rate changes, to
accommodate their different policies. A good test case is the recent European harmoniza-
tion effort, which lacks support for rate harmonization. See EU Commissioner Reaffirms
Opposition to Corporate Tax Harmonization, Fin. Times, Mar. 4, 2002, 2002 WTD 43-9,
March 5, 2002, available in LEXIS, WTD File (outlining Mario Monti's position). This
also is one of the main critiques of harmonization raised by U.S. isolationists. See, e.g.,
Roin, Competition, note 15 (claiming that the current focus on tax rate harmonization is
misguided, since it will not work and because tax and expenditure competition between
countries is inevitable).
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that they are required only for cross-border transactions. In compati-
bility with the primary international tax norm of capital export neu-
trality (CEN), countries always have supported such activities by their
constituents. A country does not want tax to interfere with its taxpay-
ers' decision whether to invest or do business abroad or domestically,
allowing them to choose better investments or businesses abroad if
they generate higher yields. Hopefully, based on the close to zero mo-
bility of humans, such yield will be repatriated and expand the domes-
tic economy and tax base. In some cases, most notably the U.S.
worldwide tax system, there is no need for such yields to be repatri-
ated in order for the residence governments to tax them. Neverthe-
less, this income may be subject to income tax in the country where it
is generated (for simplicity the "source" country). So, if the residence
country concedes taxation of this income for the sake of CEN, it may
not always achieve its neutrality goals. If the tax at the source is
higher than at home, there still would be an incentive to stay domes-
tic, even with higher pretax yields abroad. If the tax at the source is
lower, then there is a tax incentive to go international. Allegedly, the
primary method to achieve CEN, or relief of double taxation, is the
FTC. Why "allegedly?" Because, almost unanimously, countries with
a FFC grant it only up to the level of domestic taxation. They allow
full relief for tax paid at source if that tax is at a lower level than the
domestic tax. They collect only the residual tax, but will not refund
money to taxpayers who invest or do business abroad subject to
higher levels of tax.
The United States was first to implement the foreign tax credit as a
domestic, unilateral method to relieve its taxpayers of double taxa-
tion.93 I use its system to illustrate the policy dilemmas surrounding
this regime. A FTC is limited to the taxpayer's "foreign source in-
come. ' 94 Even then, policymakers have a fear of "averaging," that is,
taxpayers investing in high-taxed activities receiving full credit, since
they have other low-taxed foreign income against which to "wash" the
credit. Averaging allows taxpayers to pay as few U.S. residual taxes as
possible. That may not be so bad, since it follows CEN, but propo-
nents of limitations may argue that taxpayers may choose to invest
and do business in one location just for FTC purposes, which defies
93 For the origins of the mechanism and the policy behind it, see Staff of the Joint
Comm. on Tax'n, 99th Cong., 2d Sess., General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986
(Comm. Print 1987); Charles I. Kingson, The Foreign Tax Credit and Its Critics, 9 Am. J.
Tax Pol'y 1 (1991) [hereinafter Foreign Tax Credit]. The alternative to the FTC is the
usually less preferable deduction for the foreign income taxes. IRC § 164(a). Each year,
the taxpayer can elect to receive either the FTC or deduction with respect to all of her
foreign taxes.
94 IRC § 904.
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the purpose of CEN. The problem with this argument is that this phe-
nomenon still exists. Averaging is possible, and depends on a nonrele-
vant factor like ownership percentages. 95 It is possible to average
income from high-tax countries with income from low-tax countries,
and to average low-taxed types of income with high-taxed types. In
theory, it is possible to eliminate averaging completely, if the FTC
mechanism is performed item by item, but that has proven to be ad-
ministratively impossible, as well as extremely inefficient and burden-
some on taxpayers. Currently, the United States chooses to fight item
averaging and not to worry about country averaging. 96 Together with
the reduction of the corporate tax rates, this policy is believed to place
U.S. taxpayers in an excess credit position, which forces them to at-
tempt to create additional low-tax foreign source income 97 in the ap-
propriate basket, mainly active business income. 98 The other method
of unilateral relief is the exemption method, which exempts from do-
mestic taxation certain income, 99 most typically active business or em-
ployment income. 100 Other categories of income usually are subject
to the credit relief mechanism.
In a world where tax rates do not vary significantly, the differences
between these two relief mechanisms are not very significant. Never-
theless, in certain cases they matter, and they create arbitrage incen-
tives that apply pressure on the source rules.10' If the source rules
(and classification rules) were harmonized, this pressure would be
weaker even if the two different methods of unilateral relief continued
to exist, 10 2 which I think they will for some time. This is because the
two methods are thought to represent different basic policies (CEN/
95 The United States does not entirely follow CEN, even with respect to business in-
come, eliminating, for example, a big chunk of perfectly legitimate business income, cur-
rently called the 10-50 basket. IRC § 904(d)(1)(E), (2)(E). For further discussion, see
Kingson, Foreign Tax Credit, note 93, at 19.
96 See Kingson, Foreign Tax Credit, note 93, at 18 (explaining the background of this
decision).
97 Ault & Bradford, note 77, at 18.
98 Other possible responses to averaging are limitation of the credit to source, to coun-
tries, types of income (using different categories from those used by the United States),
and the like. See, e.g., Ault, note 33, at 383-85.
99 Id. at 381.
100 This is consistent with a policy of capital import neutrality (CIN), ensuring that in-
come generated by taxpayers abroad will not be subject to higher taxes than their competi-
tors face in that foreign jurisdiction.
101 Ault, note 33, at 382. And, as noted above, the significance of source puts pressure
on the classification rules that provide the material to which the source rules apply.
102 Tax holidays, which are respected in an exemption system but not in a credit system
(unless supported by a tax-sparing provision in the applicable treaty), are another sensitive
problem. There is no agreement over tax sparing, and it is part of the current tax competi-
tion. Nevertheless, this should not interfere with the success of the world tax regime ap-
proach, since it still allows countries to compete, but only at the tax rates level.
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CIN), even though practically no country implements a pure version
of either of them. A strong indication of the difficulty of harmonizing
these rules is the fact that even the OECD Model Treaty left this issue
for countries to decide, providing two optional prototypes.10 3 A world
tax regime can follow this solution, at least temporarily, subject to
some adjustments aimed primarily at the reduction of complexity, es-
pecially of the FTC rules.10 4 I do not attempt here to provide a pre-
scription for simplification of these rules, but stress a few points. FTC
limitation methods should be unified. Countries may insist on reserv-
ing rights to enact domestic anti-avoidance rules if necessary, and that
should be acceptable, but only within the regime. Then, with respect
to passive income, which usually is subject only to credit relief, even
full harmonization seems possible. This should not generate effective
pressure on classification arbitrage, since realistically the classification
rules should be harmonized prior to the relief provisions. 10 5 Another
long shot is the possibility of developing tax sharing mechanisms to
replace the unilateral relief mechanisms, which were impossible in a
bilateral treaty world, but seem to be less utopian now. In any case,
since the world tax regime would be a treaty with direct effect on do-
mestic law, this is discussed in the next Section.
G. Treaty-Based Relief of Domestic Taxation
The unilateral relief of double taxation usually is embedded into
any applicable tax treaty. Both the FTC and the exemption methods
are acceptable in the various model tax treaties,10 6 and each applies
depending on the specific treaty partners. Very similar provisions ap-
ply either unilaterally or through a bilateral tax treaty. This is strong
evidence and an example of the "evolutionary" harmonization pro-
cess, whereby unilateral domestic tax rules were integrated into trea-
ties, which, in turn, through their "modelization," influenced other
103 OECD Model Treaty, note 8, arts. 23A, 23B.
104 It is common to criticize the complexity of the FTC rules, but a critique of complexity
may be very tricky to evaluate. Kingson wrote in this context: "Complexity brings preci-
sion, and precision brings fairness and certainty." Kingson, Foreign Tax Credit, note 93, at
15. This is almost circular, since one of the main attributes of a noncomplex system is
taxpayers' certainty, fairness, and precision. To be fair to the original critique, it is hard to
imagine a more dubious and "complex" system than the current FTC mechanism. Very
few can handle the worksheets related to FTCs of even a medium-sized multinational, even
after sophisticated computer compilation of the data. In many cases companies need ap-
proximations and other not-so-precise mechanisms in order to complete the calculations
and "basic" reporting requirements. Kingson noted that the alternative of an exemption
system may even be more complex. Id. at 15 n.43.
105 Due to their complexity, it is likely that these rules would be harmonized at the final
stages of the world tax regime.
106 See, e.g., OECD Model Treaty, note 8, arts. 23A, 23B.
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domestic tax systems and the like. The treaty-based relief is just an
additional "safety net" that in certain cases may expand the applica-
tion of the unilateral relief rules. In a world with a unified tax regime
the duality of treaty and domestic rules would be eliminated, so this
no longer would be a concern. Only a single set of relief provisions
would remain. 10 7
H. Means of Collection
Once again, little variety is found in the concepts. International
businesses expect to be taxed on a net basis (including an obligation to
file a local tax return) in any country within which they perform their
business activity. Individuals performing significant personal services
outside their residence countries face the same basic requirements, ex-
cept that the return-filing requirement may be relaxed in some coun-
tries because of the conventional obligation of employers to withhold
taxes on salaries paid to their employees. Foreigners investing in a
country should expect to be taxed, if at all, by means of a withholding
tax. The domestic payor of that income to the foreigner usually is
obliged to withhold from the payment a flat tax on a gross basis, which
is normally the final tax on such income. 0 8 Some foreigners also may
need to file local information tax returns. This part of the current
regime therefore seems fairly simple to harmonize in any world tax
regime including the one proposed in this Article, which is based on
the current bilateral treaty network. 0 9
It is important not to confuse withholding taxes as a means of col-
lection with the general rate schedule. Withholding taxes have be-
come the international norm for taxing employees and foreign
investors because of their administrative virtues. Since they are levied
107 See Section II.F.
108 Reuven Avi-Yonah has written extensively about this basic consensus, and his pri-
mary observation that there are two principles underlying the international tax regime, the
single tax principle and the benefits principle, reflects this consensus. Avi-Yonah, Propo-
sal, note 2, passim; see also Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, International Taxation of Electronic
Commerce, 52 Tax L. Rev. 507 (1997).
109 From a policy standpoint, the world tax regime would enable the participating coun-
tries to abolish withholding taxation altogether. This has been proposed many times
before in the domestic context for its efficiency and simplification effects. See Reuven S.
Avi-Yonah, Making Sense of U.S. International Taxation: Six Steps Toward Simplification,
Bull. Int'l Bureau Fisc. Doc., Sept./Oct. 2001, at 493, 495. These advantageous effects may
be amplified significantly at the international level with the adoption of the proposed
world tax regime. "The principal argument in support of the withholding tax is that it
serves as an incentive for other countries to enter treaty negotiations with the United
States." Id. Obviously, under a world tax regime this incentive is not relevant and taxes
(including rates) could be levied on more sensible and accurate bases. That, of course,
would not have to happen during the establishment phase of the world tax regime and can
wait for more advanced stages.
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on a gross, rather than net, basis, one would expect them to be an
extraordinary last measure to approximate the normal tax levied on a
net basis when there is a serious doubt whether such tax can be col-
lected. In reality they became very popular in spite of their inherent
inaccuracy. Nevertheless, as international business and investments
grew more important, countries understood that, without cooperation,
they will increase the rates of their withholding taxes to defend their
revenue, despite the understanding that their trade partners then will
be pushed to do the same in their respective countries. This classic
dilemma could have been relaxed only in a cooperative effort such as
the tax treaty negotiations process.110 The leading policy choice, in-
cluding that of the United States, has been to reduce the level of with-
holding tax rates mutually."' The reasons for such policy could be to
reduce barriers to international trade and investment or, more likely,
to ensure that the withholding tax at source will not exceed the resi-
dence country tax. Clearly, this trend has grown stronger recently,
especially in treaties between close allies.112 Understandably, this
trend reduced differences and arbitrage opportunities, and it makes
life easier for any harmonization effort since sometimes negotiations
over withholding taxes are conducted parallel to the generally applica-
ble rates, which are at the heart of the stubbornness of countries nego-
tiating tax treaties. Congress at times has attempted to effectively
increase source taxation with legislation that is portrayed as a bad kid
doing wrong hoping that such wrong would not be discovered, ignor-
ing the effect of countermeasures by U.S. trade partners. Julie Roin
has promoted the increase of withholding tax rates through renegoti-
ation of the U.S. tax treaties. 113 Although it is beyond my scope to
110 Since the parties in a treaty negotiation are engaged in a long-term relationship, the
solution for the dilemma is not the usual "defect." See Julie Roin, Rethinking Tax Treaties
in a Strategic World With Disparate Tax Systems, 81 Va. L. Rev. 1753, 1757 (1995) [herein-
after Rethinking] (calling for a reevaluation of the U.S. policy to reduce the general level
of withholding taxes).
HI Id. at 1755; see also ALl, Federal Income Tax Project, International Aspects of
United States Income Taxation II: Proposals on United States Income Tax Treaties 10
(1992).
112 The recent U.S.-U.K. tax treaty reduced the withholding tax on dividends to zero.
Income Tax Convention, July 24, 2001, U.S.-U.K., art. X(3)(a), 4 Tax Treaties (CCH) 1
10,900.10 (signed but not yet entered into force).
113 Roin, Rethinking, note 110, at 1758-59. She promotes an increase in withholding tax
rates in treaties with countries that have an integration (especially imputation) system. She
claims that reduction of source taxation below the regular level of domestic taxation is
equivalent to a tax expenditure, and not an administratively convenient means of collec-
tion, which should be reviewed under the same criteria as any other federal spending. Id.
Even though she is a proponent of increasing withholding rates, Roin has criticized the
opportunistic "piecemeal" strategy of Congress, emphasizing that it was likely to have
long-term negative results. Id. (critiquing the introduction of the branch profits tax by the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, § 1241(a), 100 Stat. 2085, 2576, and the earn-
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challenge this view, it is worth noting that once a world tax regime is
implemented, it would be much harder to promote increases in with-
holding tax rates. Roin's approach has not been adopted, and with-
holding tax rates continue to decline, creating a favorable
environment for a world tax regime effort. 114 Due to the political sen-
sitivity of anything seemingly related to rates, I do not believe that
these rules could be included in the initial harmonization attempt.
I. Conclusion
In spite of some differences, most of the components of the current
international tax regime are highly harmonized, and where they are
not, they are within a tight margin of possible rules with which any
international tax professional is fairly familiar. In particular, this re-
view suggests that the rules at the bottom of the pyramid-tax base,
measurement, classification, and source rules-are usually easier and
closer to harmonization, which is good news for a world tax regime
designed to enhance transparency and efficiency. Rules that are more
purely international, like the source rules and the transfer pricing
rules, seem to be closest to harmonization already. The tax account-
ing rules are the least likely of these rules to be harmonized soon but,
as noted above, are moving in that direction as well. The middle of
the pyramid rules, including the taxing rules and the means of collec-
tion, appear to be fairly harmonized and likely candidates for a world
tax regime, with the exception of the nominal tax rate schedules. The
nominal rates generally would not be harmonized under my proposal.
The relief provisions at the top of the pyramid are a more complex
problem since they are at the core of the current bilateral regime. The
bilateral treaty network would be eliminated upon completion of the
world tax regime,115 but I estimate that the way they approach scope
and relief would continue to rule the proposed world tax regime. This
is because of the evident importance of bilateral treaties as the foun-
ing stripping rules under IRC § 163(j), introduced by the Revenue Reconciliation Act of
1989, Pub. L. No. 101-239, § 7210(a), 103 Stat. 2106, 2339).
114 In fact, no renegotiations to increase withholding tax rates have been undertaken.
115 The bilateral treaty network may remain for a while, as I predict that harmonization
will be implemented gradually. The bilateral treaty network would continue to apply bilat-
erally to the not-yet-harmonized rules. If a world tax regime treaty were concluded along
the lines of my proposal, there might be clashes regarding the application of the bilateral
treaties between treaty parties and nonparties. These treaties technically could continue to
apply side by side with the world tax regime treaty, but I assume that signatories would not
tolerate free-riding on the benefits of the world treaty, so they would apply pressure on
nonparties to either join, or renegotiate bilateral treaties already in place.
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dation of the current regime)' 6 There should be little debate over the
fact that current tax treaties practice is at the heart of the world tax
regime, and its underlying principles direct and affect the rest of the
relevant sets of rules. In light of the (almost) consensus about the
impressive extent of similarity and even unity within the multitude of
tax treaties'1 7 and their importance in the structure of the current re-
gime, u1 8 I propose to build the future world tax regime on their suc-
cess. The important lesson from the experiment is that rule
harmonization is just around the corner. It is possible however com-
plex it may be.
III. THE CASE FOR HARMONIZATION
This Section makes the case for incremental harmonization. It also
considers and rejects several arguments alleging defects with a (par-
tial) world tax regime. The previous Section demonstrated that the
differences in tax laws of the various countries of the world have de-
creased, primarily as a result of the dominance of the bilateral treaty
network. My claim is that it is possible and beneficial to unify some of
these rules, despite an inability or desire to unify the whole system. 19
This permits a focus on the more difficult problems generated by
globalization.
The traditional story of why harmonization is good is at the core of
the tax treaty practice: the importance of the single tax principle;
double taxation and undertaxation (including no taxation) are bad,
since they prove that the tax system is not neutral; taxation distorts
decisions where to invest or do business and therefore results in effi-
ciency losses. Harmonization of the tax rules would mitigate these
distortions and reduce the wasteful costs of compliance, administra-
tion, and maintenance of the current bilateral treaty-based world tax
regime.1 20 The establishment of a harmonization forum has its own
value, no matter how partial the initial solution, by bringing together
tax representatives of all governments to the table, as shown by the
competent authorities process.
116 Avi-Yonah even asserts that the bilateral tax treaties themselves constitute a world
tax regime, "which has definable principles that underlie it and are common to the trea-
ties." Avi-Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 169.
117 It is estimated that there are as many as 2,000 bilateral treaties. Thuronyi, note 3, at
1291.
118 Even David Rosenbloom calls it "a triumph of the international law in the field of
taxation." Rosenbloom, note 13, at 164; see also Avi-Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 169.
119 For a similar line of thought, see Loukota, note 1, at 98, 103.
120 See Mintz, note 16, at 393-98, 418 (discussing the benefits of coordination of tax
policies and rules in the context of a global corporate income tax using a formulary alloca-
tion method).
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Why should any country support such a solution that, at least nomi-
nally, further limits its sovereignty? 121 This is a critical question since
if the major economic powers would be its clear losers, either in the
long or the short term, it has no chance of success. Cynically, all coun-
tries will have to do something, since the current regime cannot adapt
to the new global market environment. 122 Once a partial effort has
been proven beneficial, it will be much easier for governments to give
a world tax regime a chance given its potential efficiency, trans-
parency, and simplicity benefits. It is difficult to quantify the effi-
ciency gains of this proposal, but every government can identify some
of the most important: reduction of arbitrage opportunities and tax-
driven inefficient business and investment decisions, elimination of
multiple compliance requirements, cheaper access to information for
both taxpayers and the tax authorities, which also would reduce the
enforcement costs eventually, and reduction of the costs of negotiat-
ing more than 1,500 bilateral tax treaties. Since no unintended differ-
ences should remain, less complicated and more transparent rules
would enhance the reliability, clarity, and familiarity with the tax rules
and reduce pressure (either welcomed or unwelcomed) on elected
representatives (agents). 123 Any progress would establish a basis for
additional cooperation among the countries in tax matters, 124 a great
achievement by itself. This is true even though countries do not have
worldwide efficiency on their agenda just for the sake of it. Most ma-
jor economic powers enjoy foreign investments and follow CIN to an
extent. A world in which basic tax rules would not affect decisions to
invest 125 only can benefit such countries; it would reduce much of the
tension over arbitrage, and even harmful tax competition, which is
121 It is important to remember that any tax harmonization proposal must create an
incentive for the various governments to participate. Each government eventually is re-
sponsible only for its constituents' welfare and not for a vague standard of worldwide effi-
ciency. Any increase of the global pie is good, but only as far as the leading countries have
an incentive to allow it. The leading article clarifying the above in the U.S. context is
Graetz, note 84.
122 See Section IV (discussing the e-commerce experience).
123 The virtue of transparency is universally accepted. Roin argues that it is not clear
"whether harmonization is capable of reducing the overall amount of official misconduct
or ... interest group politics .... " Roin, Competition, note 15, at 567. She adds that in
countries not troubled by these problems harmonization cannot enhance efficiency. Id.
This point is academic; these problems trouble all countries. Her critique, nevertheless,
concentrates on tax rate harmonization and it is clear that in the rule harmonization con-
text fewer of the above problems could occur.
124 Interestingly, although the initial trigger for this proposal is its efficiency, any coordi-
nated international cooperation effort is the pragmatic first step toward any serious at-
tempt to introduce fairness considerations to the international tax playing field. This could
be done only through assignment of a central decisionmaker, and only if the developed
countries benefit from the effort.
125 This excludes differences mainly in the applicable local and withholding tax rates.
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high on the agenda of these countries. Some resources may be re-
quired, but that should not be a deal breaker; after all, the OECD
already has most of the resources needed and countries currently
devote many resources to their own taxes and (extremely costly and
inefficient) treaty negotiation processes, especially as globalization
thrives. 126
A world tax regime is also the best solution for triangular 127 situa-
tions. One of the most apparent characteristics of globalization is the
unprecedented mobility of the means of production, including re-
cently the enhanced mobility of labor. Nevertheless, this process is
extremely slow compared to the revolution of global capital mobility,
worldwide real-time communication, and the relative ease of transpor-
tation. Flesh and blood still are social creatures with a tendency to
stay close to their origins. Although during high tech days there were
executives and technical people who constantly worked in more than
one country, it is fairly safe to assume that the number of taxpayers
who should be considered to have taxable presence in more than one
country during a taxable year is small. A well-designed world tax re-
gime easily can implement a single set of rules to determine where a
person has taxable presence and what portion of her income should be
attributable to that presence.1 28 Only rarely should this result be un-
clear. The current bilateral tax treaty tie-breaking rules work fairly
well although their primary shortcoming is inherent since they are bi-
lateral. In a world tax regime, by definition, triangular situations (or,
how refreshing-double taxation) at best should be a matter of
history.
In the next Subsection, I elaborate on the efficiency and simplicity
benefits of my proposal and add a note on its potential ability to han-
dle "international income." In the following Subsection, I reject some
possible criticisms of my coordinative approach.
126 Israel, for instance, had to establish a special unit to deal with international taxation.
Until 2001 it had one professional dealing with international tax issues in the tax authori-
ties. See Joel Lubell, Israel Income Tax Commission Establishes International Tax Divi-
sion (June 21, 2001), 2001 WTD 122-9, June 25, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File.
127 A world tax regime is also the best solution for "quadruple", or even larger-scale
situations, where more than two countries may claim that the taxpayer is its resident or has
a taxable presence. No less important, it would permit a solution for the similar problems
of application of the rules of the bilateral tax treaty to partnership scenarios. For an asser-
tion of the problem, see, e.g., OECD, The Application of the OECD Model Tax Conven-
tion to Partnerships: Issues in International Taxation No. 6 (1999).
128 The OECD already has undertaken a preliminary effort in a discussion draft.
OECD, Discussion Draft on the Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishment (Feb.
8, 2001), available at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/MO00015000/M0015495.pdf.
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A. Support for Harmonization
1. Efficiency
In order for a gradual, partial rule-harmonization solution to be
considered, it should be advantageous relative to the current bilateral
treaty-based world tax regime. My assertion is that there are signifi-
cant efficiency gains even with partial harmonization. The economic
literature has long acknowledged the efficiency benefits of tax coordi-
nation.129 The issue has been determining the most efficient norm for
international taxation. In the direct income tax area the standard an-
swer has been that if all countries taxed capital income based on resi-
dency, eliminating source-based taxation, efficient allocation of
worldwide resources could be achieved. 130 The basic idea is that resi-
dence taxation allows production efficiency, which is not affected by
taxation.' 3' It is clear by now 132 that this first-best worldwide resi-
dence-based taxation of capital income is not practical. We must re-
sort, therefore, to a second-best solution, which in the majority of the
literature is a coordinative solution. 133 Current literature also has
demonstrated several shortcomings of the supposedly first-best, stan-
dard solution: In certain cases some source-based taxation may be
129 See, e.g., Mintz, note 16; Assaf Razin & Ephraim Sadka, International Tax Competi-
tion and Gains From Tax Harmonization, 37 Econ. Letters 69 (1991); Proposal for a Coun-
cil Directive to Ensure Effective Taxation of Savings Income in the Form of Interest
Payments Within the Community, COM(2001)400 final, available at http://europa.eu.int/
comm/taxation-customs/proposals/taxation/com2001400/com2001400_en.pdf; Towards an
Internal Market Without Tax Obstacles: A Strategy for Providing Companies With a Con-
solidated Corporate Tax Base for Their EU-wide Activities, COM(2001)582 final, available
at http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/com/cnc/2001/com2001_O582cnOl.pdf; Sorensen, note 14
(developing a general equilibrium model that estimates the efficiency gains of a nonspecific
tax coordination effort, concentrating on the positive net (although fairly low) gain to EU
countries); Wolfgang Eggert & Bernd Genser, Is Tax Harmonization Useful?, 8 Int'l Tax
and Pub. Fin. 511 (2001). In his comments on the Sorensen model, Philippe Bacchetta of
the University of Lausanne queried why shouldn't the tax base be part of the harmoniza-
tion effort-as suggested by me in this Article. Philippe Bacchetta, Comments, 15 Econ.
Pol'y 461, 461-62 (2000); see also Jeremy Edwards & Ronnie Schob, Distortionary Domes-
tic Taxation and Pareto-Efficient International Trade (CESifo Working Paper No. 635 (1),
2002), available at http://www.cesifo.de.
130 See, e.g., Roger H. Gordon & James R. Hines, Jr., International Taxation, in 4 Hand-
book of Public Economics 1935, 1939-43 (Alan J. Auerbach & Martin Feldstein eds., 2002).
131 This is based on the importance of production efficiency, as classically shown in the
Diamond-Mirrlees theorem. Peter A. Diamond & James A. Mirrlees, Optimal Taxation
and Public Production I: Production Efficiency, 61 Am. Econ. Rev. 8 (1971); Peter A.
Diamond & James A. Mirrlees, Optimal Taxation and Public Production II: Tax Rules, 61
Am. Econ. Rev. 261 (1971).
132 Tanzi, Integrating World, note 3, at 136-38.
133 See, e.g., Sorenson, note 14. It is not hard to understand, nevertheless, that source
taxation may be reduced most through coordination efforts, reducing its inefficiencies. See
Tanzi, Integrating World, note 3.
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desirable,'34 and, more importantly, that the standard solution is
based on an unrealistic picture of the current world. The two primary
omissions are the failure to take into account the different revenue
constraints of the various countries,'135 and their redistribution objec-
tives.136 The economic literature is not able to model an optimal
world tax regime at this stage, but it does provide encouraging indica-
tions of the efficiency benefits of tax coordination in general in com-
parison to unilateral actions. The literature, however, does not
provide direct proof of my basic hypothesis:137 that gradual income
tax rule harmonization through a world treaty will result in significant
efficiency gains. This is partly because I ignore indirect taxation and
tariffs that clearly affect the general efficiency of any global solution,
but are not coordinated with international (direct) income tax policy.
Still, the literature does support the basic understanding that income
tax coordination promotes efficiency, subject to second-best effects. 138
Moreover, some scholars discuss these issues using Pareto-efficiency
language,' 39 attempting to evaluate the optimality of various tax mod-
134 For instance, it is desirable when rents cannot be fully taxed. See, e.g., Harry Hui-
zinga & Soren Bo Nielsen, Capital Income and Profit Taxation With Foreign Ownership of
Firms, 42 J. Int'l Econ. 149 (1997); Michael Keen & Hannu Piekkola, Simple Rules for the
Optimal Taxation of International Capital Income, 99 Scand. J. Econ. 447 (1997).
135 Michael Keen & David E. Wildasin, Pareto Efficiency in International Taxation,
(CESifo Working Paper No. 371, 2000), available at http://www.cesifo.de (explaining that
in some circumstances production efficiency does not lead to a Pareto-efficient interna-
tional tax regime since the model on which its prevalence depends does not take revenue
constraints of the different countries into account and arguing that a Pareto-efficient inter-
national tax regime actually may require production inefficiency). That may include
source-based taxation, but not any arbitrary mix of source and residence taxation. The
Keen and Wildasin paper demonstrates the possible efficiency of a world system with spe-
cific advantageous transfers between countries. Most interesting is the conclusion that if
such transfers could be done directly through intergovernmental lump sum transfers, the
separate revenue constraints merge and the standard production efficiency theorem ap-
plies. Clearly, this could be achieved only through worldwide coordination of tax matters
although the paper seems to imply that it also could be done otherwise under extreme
assumptions and measures from the trade and indirect taxation fields that are beyond the
scope of this Article.
136 See Edwards & Schob, note 129 (finding that it would be very difficult to implement
[unilaterally] domestic tax systems that achieve a globally Pareto-efficient outcome as a
Nash equilibrium, because countries can use tax policy with respect to nontraded goods for
protection and because of the difficulty of measuring objectively distributional
judgements).
137 Indirect support may be provided by the general model developed in Sorensen, note
14.
138 See text accompanying notes 153-56.
139 See, e.g., Charles Blackorby & Craig Brett, Tax Harmonization and Pareto-Effi-
ciency (Univ. of B.C., Dep't of Econ. Discussion Paper No. 99-26, 1999) (challenging the
standard tax harmonization efficiency model by introducing budget constraints in a self-
admitted simple model); Keen & Wildasin, note 135. Blackorby and Brett stress the elu-
siveness of the efficiency argument supporting tax harmonization. The paper, however,
does not deal separately with direct income taxation implications, and does not separate
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els in terms of efficiency gains to each and every country. I agree that
a practical tax model must include an incentive for all the govern-
ments to participate in it-particularly the governments of the leading
economic powers. Nevertheless, the Pareto requisition that each and
every country in the world must benefit from the model is unrealistic.
The lack of information about what the rules would look like, and
which steps will be taken first (such as which rules will be harmonized
first and which countries will join first) make such incentives very hard
to quantify, or even model. A preferred, and more realistic approach
would be to evaluate the proposed end result, and ask whether it
could be supported as efficiency increasing, and to what extent. So
long as governments value the elimination of wasteful, unnecessary
costs (and obvious inefficiencies), there would be an incentive to co-
operate and the scheme would be feasible. One must remember that
the question is not whether there would be winners or losers140 (of
course there will be some of both), but whether there are enough in-
centives to critical potential participants to sit at the negotiation table
and come out with an overall efficiency-increasing proposal. Some
important traditionally isolationist countries, such as the United
States, may be reluctant to join such an effort based on vague global
efficiency gains. They may not be convinced even by the opportunity
to globally coordinate the elimination of arbitrage and some unneces-
sary administrative and compliance costs, although all of these coun-
tries have enthusiastically participated in the bilateral treaty network,
which is a coordinative approach. Such countries, however, are likely
to join a world tax regime of the type presented in this Article out of
necessity since they increasingly face problems that cannot be dealt
with in isolation.' 41 One also can assume that the end result of com-
harmonization (of rates) from tax coordination. See Edwards & Schob, note 129 (adding
distributional objectives to this line of study).
140 Tsilly Dagan, The Costs of International Tax Cooperation (Mich. Law & Econ. Re-
search Paper No. 02-007, 2002 & Univ. of Mich. Law, Pub. Law Research Paper No. 13,
2002), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid=315373.
141 See Section IV. An example of the current understanding that coordination is neces-
sary is the recent OECD campaign against "harmful" tax competition. Comm. on Fiscal
Affairs, OECD, Harmful Tax Competition: An Emerging Global Issue (1998), available at
http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00004000/MO0004517.pdf. For complete coverage, see http://
www.oecd.org/EN/home/0,,EN-home-103-nodirectorate-no-no-22,00.html. The 2000
OECD campaign report was symbolically titled Towards Global Tax Co-Operation, availa-
ble at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00021000/M00021182.pdf. The targets of this campaign
are tax practices that encourage noncompliance with the tax laws of other countries, and
that force those countries to increase the complexity of their tax systems by adding anti-
avoidance measures to prevent erosion of their tax base. See The OECD's Project on
Harmful Tax Practices: The 2001 Progress Report, available at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/
M00021000/M00021182.pdf, republished in 2001 WTD 221-14, Nov. 15, 2001, available in
LEXIS, WTD File. Basically, the campaign is intended to fight traditional tax havens and
similar practices, whether implemented by traditional tax havens or traditionally high-tax
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plete harmonization is globally beneficial on efficiency grounds, since
most current rule-based differences between countries are either unin-
tended or nonideological.
a. Simplicity
The simplicity advantage of this proposal over the current regime is
apparent, and is an extension of its efficiency gains. Any consensus
achieved in a workable manner would be a significant step forward
from the current state. The virtue of simplicity of a tax system is
widely accepted 142 and any reform proposal must confront the hurdle
of complexity, which is so characteristic of the current regime. 143
Complexity is bad, since it creates distortions and increases the tax-
driven, worldwide deadweight losses. Complex international tax sys-
tems enhance the vagueness of rules and the variety of possible inter-
pretations of such rules. Taxpayers spend significant time in
understanding such rules, and have a strong incentive to hire profes-
sionals to handle their tax planning and compliance. 44
jurisdictions. Although some may argue that competition is good, and the OECD is actu-
ally a cartel-like effort to curb (good) competition between countries on investments and
businesses, many have opposed such a position. Apart from the OECD work, there are
economic studies showing that such competition is not necessarily efficient. Hans-Werner
Sinn, The New Systems Competition (CESifo Working Paper No. 623, 2001), available at
http://www.cesifo.de. Actual practice indicates even more strongly that this is the case.
Traditional tax havens rely heavily on privacy and secrecy, meaning noncompliance and
simple criminal evasion. As in other tax "shelters," any such activity involves significant
wasteful payments to mediators, mainly for paper pushing and camouflage tasks. In other
cases sovereign countries may be pushed to participate in tax auctions arranged by large
multinationals. The decision to locate the business and other unrelated funds of these
multinationals relies on distorted, nonneutral tax reasons. For an analysis of the shortcom-
ings of harmful tax competition, see Joel Slemrod & Reuven Avi-Yonah, (How) Should
Trade Agreements Deal With Income Tax Issues?, 55 Tax L. Rev. 533 (2002). Other
problems arising out of these practices include the lack of transparency, democracy, fair-
ness, and harsh distribution and resultant moral issues, which are beyond the scope of this
Article.
142 Joel Slemrod & Jon Bakija, Taxing Ourselves: A Citizen's Guide to the Great De-
bate Over Tax Reform 133-38 (2d ed. 2000). For an interesting discussion of the virtue of
simplicity and the trade-off between simplicity and other policy goals, see William G. Gale
& Janet Holtzblatt, The Role of Administrative Issues in Tax Reform: Simplicity, Compli-
ance, and Administration, ih United States Tax Reform in the 21st Century, at 179 (George
R. Zodrow & Peter Mieszkowski eds., 2002).
143 Jeffrey Owens, the number one advocate of the OECD, and its efforts (and suc-
cesses) in the field of tax reforms, has admitted that "complexity remains a problem."
Owens, note 88, at 583.
144 The more complex and incoherent a system is, the stronger the incentive will be to
circumvent the rules or simply to invest in avoidance schemes. This last incentive is strong-
est in the international tax context, where the rules involve crossing borders. Crafting such
rules is inherently difficult and susceptible to incoherence due to language differences,
different legal backgrounds, and the like. Moreover, governments also are required to use
more manpower and therefore incur expenses in the enforcement of these rules. Several
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A world tax regime should solve much of this complexity-at least
in areas in which the complexity is not necessary, and it arises because
of differences between the rules of the relevant parties. Businesses
and investors would not need to spend time and money seeking infor-
mation about the different tax systems that might apply to any of their
enterprises, and less resources would be spent on tax planning or on
the compliance requirements of different countries.145 Information
would be more accessible and cheaper, reducing administrative and
enforcement costs.
The success of the OECD Model Treaty and Commentary serves as
the best support for such unity, even if there still remain many areas
lacking unity. Similarly, the value of legal certainty is apparent, but
hard to measure. The wasteful tax industry146 would shrink, or at least
be directed elsewhere; and do not worry for we tax lawyers-we will
be just fine.
2. Ability to Tax "International" Income Fairly
Another possible benefit of the proposed world tax regime is its
ability to treat "international income" fairly and efficiently, which is
impossible under the current bilateral treaty regime based on the sin-
gle tax principle. Although the term "international income" is ambig-
uous and controversial, a recent study has identified issues that could
governments have begun to attempt to reduce complexity in the last several years, but it is
hard to determine the outcome of such efforts. See, e.g., Simplifying Personal Income Tax:
A Report on Forty Community Consultations, available at http://www.ato.gov.au/content/
Individuals/Forum.pdf (Australian simplification report); (Taxation Simplification and
Other Remedial Matters) Bill, available at http://www.taxpolicy.ird.govt.nz/publications/
files/taxsorpf.pdf (New Zealand simplification report); Taxes Consolidation Act of 1997,
available at http://www.revenue.ie/services/foi/sl6_2001/pt_35.pdf. (No. 39 of 1997) (Irish
simplification act); see also Owens, note 88. For such a campaign to be successful, it obvi-
ously should be cost effective. The cost also may include the loss of the effect of familiarity
with the current rules, their problems, and peripheral understanding and interpretations of
them. Other countries have tried to completely change the system for, among other rea-
sons, simplicity's sake. Serious proposals for simplification of the U.S. tax system have
been on the table for many years. The single largest tax reform in the current era, the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2005, most probably was enacted be-
cause its simplification had appeal to politicians at that time. More importantly, the most
revolutionary reform proposals-the various "flat tax" proposals-had the appeal of sim-
plicity as their main engine. See, e.g., Robert E. Hall & Alvin Rabushka, The Flat Tax 54
(2d ed. 1995).
145 See Mintz, note 16, at 418 (referring, inter alia, to Slemrod & Blumenthal, note 16,
and stating there is no direct support for the significance of these savings, but there is
indirect evidence in studies done at the federal level, comparing the United States and
Canada, with respect to tax base harmonization).
146 See Daniel N. Shaviro & David A. Weisbach, The Fifth Circuit Gets It Wrong in
Compaq v. Commissioner, 94 Tax Notes 511, 513 (Jan. 28, 2002) ("Searching out and devel-
oping tax shelters is an entirely wasteful activity. Engaging in real business transactions is
a useful activity.").
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be solved only if the notion of international income is specified. 147
For instance, there are items of income that, in the words of Ngoy
Mukadi, have "an origin that can't be objectively attributed to any
one jurisdiction, due to multiple contributions that aren't always pre-
cisely assessable and to different national-source factors.' 48 One re-
sponse may be adoption of better attribution rules. A second possible
response may be that this phenomenon is insignificant and negligible.
Mukadi has given just a few examples of this phenomenon in income
from international structured financing, international forward rate
agreements, and income from e-commerce. The significance of this
phenomenon remains unclear. Nevertheless, it is easy to understand
that only an extranational and coordinative world tax regime will be
able to accommodate "international income" when it becomes
significant. 149
A different, though related, example of this problem is the tax treat-
ment of "true" international income generated by pure ultranational
organizations. 150 This type of income has yet to be generated since
the activities of such organizations are fairly limited and may be regu-
lated and arranged in an acceptable way. Nevertheless, it is not hard
to see the increasing pressure to form more international organiza-
tions to balance the fragile political and economic stability of the
world. The young and developing field of international public finance
has generated some interesting scholarship about the possible need or
appropriateness of an international organization to balance inter-na-
tional inefficiencies and inequities.151
A more current example is the EU, which is budgeted with country
contributions, but several voices have argued that an "EU tax" may
be required in the future for this purpose. 152 Another relevant devel-
oping discipline is international environmental law. The need for
global cooperation in the fight to defend the environment is apparent.
147 Ngoy J. Mukadi, International Income-The Last Remaining Tax Issue Triggered by
International Business, 22 Tax Notes Int'l 1713 (Apr. 2, 2001).
148 Id. at 1713.
149 The current bilateral treaty-based world tax regime has not proven to be very suc-
cessful in making adjustments to more sophisticated challenges. The difficulties that it has
experienced in the financial instruments area is evidence of this.
150 Examples include international environmental and antistarvation organizations that
could be established under an ultranational law. For those and other related suggestions,
see Ruben P. Mendez, International Public Finance: A New Perspective on Global Rela-
tions ch. 11 (1992).
151 See, e.g., id.
152 See, e.g., Hugh Williamson & Claus Hulverscheidt, German Finance Minister Calls
for European Tax, 2001 WTD 117-14, June 18, 2001, available in LEXIS, WTD File; Euro-
pean Conference Supports Commission Proposal on Consolidated Tax Base, 2002 WTD
84-20, May 1, 2002, available in LEXIS, WTD File (noting industry and academic support
of the recent recommendation and initiatives of the European commission).
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However this problem is attacked-whether by compensation from
polluters or monitoring by an international organization-it is clear
that a tax solution should be part of any effort. At least at the theo-
retical level, global compensation by countries, corporations, or indi-
viduals for negative externalities like polluting is "international
income." If indeed this trend grows into a body or bodies generating
significant amounts of money, an accompanying tax system, like the
world tax regime is inevitable.
B. Response to Critiques
1. Second-Best Arguments
Only second-best arguments could negate the conclusion that the
approach promoted in this Article is both realistically effective and
efficient. 153 For example, it may be that the outcome of two arbitrage
opportunities, in two different sets of international tax rules under the
current nonharmonized regime, is not necessarily less efficient than
the outcome of the same transaction under partial harmonization if
only one of these opportunities is shut down. Theoretically, this is a
possible result, and there is no way a priori to eliminate the risk of
such outcomes. The only way to determine if harmonization of any
set of rules is efficient is through an empirical study. The problem is
that such a study cannot be conducted without a sufficiently detailed
description of a harmonization proposal, which may not be available
until a world tax regime negotiation process is launched. Even with a
theoretical proposal for evaluation, the analysis will be extremely
complicated since so many vague variables are involved. Neverthe-
less, this will be a heroic challenge for public finance economists in the
new millennium. The circularity and complexity of this task should
153 The general theory of second best was formalized in a classic article by R.G. Lipsey
and Kelvin Lancaster, arguing that "it is not true that a situation in which more, but not all,
of the optimum conditions are fulfilled is necessarily, or is even likely to be, superior to a
situation in which fewer are fulfilled." R.G. Lipsey & Kelvin Lancaster, The General The-
ory of Second Best, 24 Rev. Econ. Stud. 11, 12 (1956). The theory was introduced into the
law and economics literature long ago, but has not always been a significant consideration
for several reasons. The theory is extremely problematic, since it can be painfully destruc-
tive of ideas without providing reconstructive tools. See John J. Donohue III, Some
Thoughts on Law and Economics and the Theory of Second Best 1 (Stanford Law Sch.
John M. Olin Program in Law and Econ. Working Paper 156, 1998), available at http://
papers.ssrn.com/sol3/delivery.cfm/99081905.pdf?abstractid=168 6 12; see also Thomas S.
Ulen, Courts, Legislatures, and the General theory of Second Best in Law and Economics,
73 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 189 (1998). Donohue relies heavily on the work of Richard S. Marko-
vits, specifically, Second-Best Theory and Law & Economics: An Introduction, 73 Chi.-
Kent L. Rev. 3 (1998), in his advice that one should "pause before relying too heavily on
theoretical economic models as a tool for crafting policy." Id. at 12. Of course, alternative
modes of analysis may be less beneficial. I chose, therefore, to address the second-best
issue to explain why it does not pose a significant problem.
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not be discouraging, since I argue that a realistic evaluation must
come to the conclusion that such second-best effects, although theo-
retically bothersome, do not pose a significant harm to my approach.
My argument is based on three observations.
First, harmonization of any of the rules does not alter any of the
other rules; it only may change the tax consequences of some transac-
tions as such other rules apply to them. Thus, absent tax planning,
distortions only can decrease in volume. This is because arbitrage
takes place within each set of rules independently from the other
rules. The classic examples are in the leasing area, where the seller-
lessee wishes financial lease treatment in her residence country, de-
ducting interest expenses and depreciation, and taxed at reduced with-
holding tax rates on the interest only, and at the same time wants
operative lease treatment in the residence country of the buyer-lessor,
allowing her also to deduct depreciation (and include rent payments
in income). 154 Harmonized characterization rules would entirely fore-
close this "double-dip" opportunity since although other rules come
into play here, the arbitrage is solely in the characterization rules
"sphere."
Second, in the presence of tax planning, harmonization of any of the
rules can be harmful only if it shifts the arbitrage pressure elsewhere
in the system, but, since now smaller portions of the system would be
exposed to this pressure, it would be easier and less costly for the
relevant tax authorities to spot it. Moreover, increased arbitrage pres-
sure at the same time would increase the incentive of governments to
harmonize more rules, which would assist in a more rapid achieve-
ment of the final goal of complete rule harmonization. 155
Third, as I predict that the rules in the bottom of the pyramid would
be harmonized first, the increased arbitrage pressure (as well as tax
competition) would be shifted to the more transparent top-of-the-pyr-
amid rules, where I assume that it would be less harmful. Finally, an
acquaintance with aggressive tax planning assures one that the risk of
second-best effects is not significant. Arbitrage usually attempts to
take advantage of only a single rule-arbitrage opportunity. This op-
portunity may, or may not, be combined with some sort of rate arbi-
trage, but not with another rule arbitrage since in most cases rule
arbitrage represents a risk of tax exposure. A taxpayer may accept a
risk to her liking with respect to a substantial item of income, but will
154 For a comprehensive discussion of this problem, see Gustav Lindencrona & Stephan
Tolstoy, General Report, 75A Cahiers de Droit Fisc. Int'l 31-32 (1990).
155 Thus, even if my piecemeal solution would not result in a stable equilibrium but
would be just part of a process to reach such an equilibrium, it is still satisfactory, as long as
it does not create new distortions in the system. For an economic review of similar difficul-
ties, see Ulen, note 153, at 206.
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not regularly accept multiple risks, which are hard to comprehend in
combination and which also may multiply her risk of audit. There-
fore, harmonization of any of the international tax rules most likely
would shut down many arbitrage schemes that would be shifted else-
where but not amplified. Moreover, when multiple rule arbitrage op-
portunities are used in combination, it is purely theoretical to argue
that one may cancel the distortive effect of the other since, if that
were the case, they would not be very popular with tax arbitrageurs.
While I believe that the above is a reasonable general defense based
on of the current state, there is clearly a place for a more detailed
analysis of second-best effects once a more specific proposal is on the
table. 156
2. Arbitrage Arguments
A significant part of the debate over tax harmonization surrounds
one of the major consequences of the current international tax regime,
which would be mitigated, or even eliminated, under my proposed
world tax regime-that is international tax arbitrage in general and
rule arbitrage in particular. Rule arbitrage is undesirable from an effi-
ciency standpoint,15 7 and should be curbed by a world tax regime.
Avi-Yonah has outlined this, adding two other normative arguments
to the single tax principle 158 to explain what is bad about international
tax arbitrage. First, international tax arbitrage is available to taxpay-
ers who earn capital income, rather than wage earners. Labor is still
significantly less mobile than capital, and therefore, arbitrage creates a
fairness problem. Second, international tax arbitrage has a negative
revenue collection effect. 159 The "look" of arbitrage mirrors rate dif-
ferences, but unlike rate difference, arbitrage is also an intentional
exploitation of rule differences to get to unintended results. There-
fore, it is easier to reach consensus on curbing rule arbitrage, rather
than on curbing tax competition in general. 160 My proposed world tax
regime specifically targets this rule arbitrage.
156 It will be a real third-best allocative-efficiency analysis of our worst-than-second-best
world, which I think is the type of analysis one should bring to the policy evaluation table.
See Markovits, note 153, at 6-7.
157 Arbitrage is the symbol of the disadvantages of a nonharmonized world tax regime,
since it is the effectuation of the distortionary potential created by differences in rules of
the various countries.
158 This principle is the straightforward, efficiency-based argument against arbitrage.
Avi-Yonah, Commentary, note 10, at 171-73.
159 Id. at 172.
160 Id. at 173.
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a. Globalization Leads to an Increase in Arbitrage
One argument against a global tax coordination effort is that more
globalization leads to an increase in international tax arbitrage oppor-
tunities and, therefore a globalization-enhancing proposal like the
world tax regime may support arbitrage rather than fight it. It is true
that cross-border tax planning exploiting the differences between vari-
ous tax systems has dramatically increased in importance, but there is
some disagreement about the cause. Rosenbloom tracks the roots of
this increase to the decline of "the most critical factor in U.S. interna-
tional tax planning-the corporate tax rate" to 35%.161 As corporate
rates decline, "the relative importance of other countries' tax systems
has increased commensurately.' 1 62 Clearly, the same phenomenon
occurred in the tax systems of the other major trade economic forces
and trade partners of the United States. Nevertheless, the race-to-
the-bottom prophecies have proven wrong. Corporate tax rates have
stabilized around 35%, give or take a few percentage points.
I argue, however, that much of the current aggressive arbitrage is
not based on this difference in the corporate tax rates, but on differ-
ences in supposedly innocent technical rules, such as entity classifica-
tion and other bottom-of-the-pyramid rules163 that may allow a
taxpayer to escape taxation or reduce it to minimal levels, rather than
just save a few percentage points.' 64 Arbitrage using differential rates
or double tax relief is problematic, but its focus is relatively clear and
transparent. On the contrary, the harmful effect of arbitrage at the
base of the structure may be amplified by additional arbitrage at a
higher level rule, and by the lack of transparency inherent to such
rules. 165 A good example of this is the entity classification rules and
the U.S. check-the-box regime. Other good examples are the income
classification rules166 and measurement of income (including transfer
pricing). These three account for some of the most acute areas of in-
ternational tax arbitrage these days. Since the market has arranged
the corporate tax rates in a relatively tight margin of difference that
gets tighter as globalization increases, globalization will bring more
arbitrage only if it allows more of it at the bottom of the structure. I
161 Rosenbloom, note 13, at 141.
162 Id.
163 Surely, this is true in the United States with the voluntary mess of the check-the-box
rules of § 7701.
164 Obviously, such arbitrage schemes are also less transparent, more difficult, and cost-
lier to detect.
165 A wrong character will allow the taxpayer also to exploit arbitrage opportunities at
the level of the source rules, and the like, whereas, rate arbitrage ends there.
166 These are at the heart of the problem with financial instruments and derivatives,
which may be reduced to the questions of debt/equity, timing, and capital gains/ordinary
income.
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argue that countries are more worried about sovereignty when top-of-
the-structure rules are at stake, mainly rates and double tax relief
methods. Thus, it should be easier to achieve unity at the bottom of
the structure. Enhanced coordination of these rules would make arbi-
trage more difficult.
b. If We Cannot Fight Arbitrage, We Should Ignore It
A second critique of harmonization is that it is not worth the effort,
at least as a means to combat arbitrage, because arbitrage is too elu-
sive and difficult to track. This is an emotional, defeatist approach
that ignores the potential benefits of a cooperative approach. The
source of this criticism is the frustration sophisticated international tax
planning causes to legislators and tax scholars because it succeeds in
avoiding taxation anywhere, particularly when "new economy" types
of income are at stake. The answer therefore, according to Rosen-
bloom, is to avoid this discomfort and convince oneself that arbitrage
is not a problem.1 67 Since we cannot do a thing about it, we should
ignore it, especially since the concern is "justifiable only on the basis
of a mysterious 'international tax system'."1 68
My response to this argument is twofold. First, tax arbitrage is
clearly not something that will just go away. There is nothing new
about the phenomena of international tax avoidance and evasion,
whether the scheme of choice is the familiar use of tax havens, sophis-
ticated hybrid financial instruments, e-commerce tax planning, or
some other scheme. Even the United States has acknowledged that
multinational activity needs to be addressed. 169 It is clearly not true
that the United States should ignore such activity implying that other
countries will suffer more from it, and maybe even that U.S. multina-
tionals and rich investors will benefit from it. Although still minor in
scale, there is currently a trend among big multinationals to arrange
their activities in countries that allow them the best overall effective
tax rate.170 In the last few years several publicly traded companies
have restructured with a parent (publicly traded) residing in an off-
167 Id. at 144 ("[T]he longer one stares at recent examples of international tax arbitrage,
the more difficult it becomes to identify a discrete subject. More troubling, the longer one
performs this exercise, the less clear it is that anything should or can be done about it.").
168 Id. at 154.
169 See, e.g., Rosenbloom, note 13.
170 See Office of Tax Pol'y, Treasury Dep't, Corporate Inversion Transactions: Tax Pol-
icy Implications (2002), reprinted in 2002 WTD 103-38, May 29, 2002, available in LEXIS,
WTD File; U.S. Treasury Official's Testimony at W&M Hearing on Corporate Inversions,
2002 WTD 111-33, June 10, 2002, available in LEXIS, WTD File.
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shore low-taxed jurisdiction-Bermuda, for instance-1 71 thus chan-
neling to Bermuda profits that otherwise would have been taxed in
the United States. There are many difficulties with such restructuring,
and it is a very significant step for any company, but the point is that it
makes sense for U.S. multinationals to relocate to a more convenient
tax location. If they can afford this step, they can lower their effective
tax rate significantly with a very insignificant change in their daily
mode of operations.
My second response is that I see no proof for our inability to do
something about tax arbitrage. International cooperation has had fair
success in fighting serious attempts to exploit it. This is true even in
more difficult areas such as harmful tax competition, where the mere
existence of certain tax havens depends on their ability to be
"havens." The OECD enjoyed full cooperation from such coun-
tries) 72 Why, then, should a serious, cooperative international effort
not succeed in dealing with at least some aspects of arbitrage through
the rule-harmonization solution proposed herein? International tax
arbitrage cannot take place in a harmonized system. Even if we can
only reduce the ability to exploit it (by eliminating rule arbitrage in
contrast to rate arbitrage), rather then completely curb it, that step is
worth the effort.
3. Critiques Based on the Weaknesses of Treaties
a. Tax Treaties Are Not Effective as an Arbitrage-Curbing
Mechanism
Another critique of the harmonization effort is that a treaty such as
that proposed here would not be effective to curb arbitrage. Rosen-
bloom has argued that international tax arbitrage usually builds upon
differences in domestic laws rather than treaties, and since tax treaties
are in essence elective, the violator always may enjoy arbitrage oppor-
tunities as if the treaty did not exist. 173 Therefore he concludes that
"treaties lack the leverage to implement an international tax system
by striking at international tax arbitrage."'1 74 I argue to the contrary
that only a treaty such as the proposed world tax regime could accom-
plish this.
171 See Testimony of Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, Before the Senate Appropriations Subcom-
mittee on Treasury and General Government Operations, 2002 TNT 201-20, Oct. 17, 2002,
available in LEXIS, TNT File (short review of history of inversions).
172 See the OECD's Harmful Tax Practices website at http://www.oecd.org/EN/home/
0,,EN-home-103-nodirectorate-no-no-no-22,00.html.
173 Rosenbloom, note 13, at 164.
174 Id.
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First, although Rosenbloom concluded that nothing can be done
about international tax arbitrage, 175 tax treaties have the leverage to
implement an international tax system, even if they are irrelevant to
the current war on international tax arbitrage. Second, as Rosen-
bloom admits, not all international tax arbitrage is based solely on
domestic rules.176 One source of arbitrage could be common treaty
source rules that prevail over domestic source rules.177 These rules
nevertheless are subject to domestic interpretation, which obviously is
affected by domestic differences. Many of the main trade partners of
the United States consider the treaty rules to prevail over domestic
law, so "treaty override" is not an option, whereas in the United
States, the commitment under a treaty always has had an "elective"
flavor to it. The world tax regime would differ from the current bilat-
eral treaty network in that sense, since it would not be elective. Third,
Rosenbloom ignores the most valuable and wondrous achievement of
the treaty practice-the creation of one "language" and a common,
though mostly virtual, meeting place for most countries of the world
in the international tax field. The exchange-of-information device is a
powerful one that should not be underrated. True, it was created to
fight evasion of taxes, and international tax arbitrage may not involve
evasion by definition. Rosenbloom bases his argument on the literal
definition of evasion.178 Even if "arbitrage" is not "evasion," ex-
change-of-information provisions in treaties are extremely useful in
fighting arbitrage. Here the big triumph of tax treaties comes into
play. Countries do cooperate and coordinate their efforts when they
understand that some practices endanger the miraculous equilibrium
achieved almost solely thanks to tax treaties. It is a mistake to limit
the force stored up in the treaty practice to current definitions, ignor-
ing an achievement like the creation of a steady forum for discussion
and cooperation, which the proposed world tax regime would expand
and further strengthen to be a true global forum.
b. Tax Treaties Are Not Necessary at All
Another line of argument asserts that tax treaties may not actually
achieve the goals they were created to achieve, and that tax treaties
are not necessary to achieve their primary goal of preventing double
175 Id. at 160-61.
176 Id. at 159.
177 E.g., Convention With Respect to Taxes on Income, Nov. 20, 1975, U.S.-Isr., art. 4, 2
Tax Treaties (CCH) 4603.09.
178 Rosenbloom, note 13, at 164-65.
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taxation. 179 If so, the case for partial harmonization through a treaty
may be weakened.
Tsilly Dagan argues that tax treaties "serve much less heroic goals,
such as easing bureaucratic hassles and coordinating tax terms be-
tween the contracting countries, and much more cynical goals, particu-
larly redistributing tax revenues from the poorer to the richer
signatory countries. ' 180 The first part of the argument is straightfor-
ward-there is no need for tax treaties to eliminate double taxation.
It is possible to unilaterally accomplish this, and in fact most countries
do exactly that through a FTC or an exemption system, even if they
are involved in tax treaty practice. Although an ex post analysis sup-
ports this argument, one must remember that even though unilateral
relief techniques were implemented in some countries prior to the de-
velopment of the current tax treaties practice, 181 the power of the FTC
device has been maintained, developed, and refined in the tax treaties
context.
The second part of the argument is that the actual goals of tax trea-
ties are less heroic: easing bureaucratic hassles and coordinating tax
terms. It is hard to debate heroics, but any pragmatic international
tax policy enthusiast should appreciate the heroism in achievements
like positioning most of the world's tax authorities at the same table
with their colleagues from other countries, opening a constant line of
communication among them. I am not sure that tax treaties have suc-
ceeded in perfectly coordinating tax terms between the participating
countries, but any success in this field is heroic. In fact, such success
should be considered a huge step towards a world tax regime, and it is
a crucial contribution that such an effort should try to produce.
The final part of Dagan's argument is the most serious, and actually
merits the word "accusation." It implies that the tax treaty practice is
a Western capitalist plot against developing countries.182 It is true that
the developed countries of the world and "their" organization, the
OECD, lead the bilateral tax treaty practice. Nevertheless, the U.N.,
supposedly the defender of the developing countries, initiated tax
treaty practice. This practice has been followed by developing and
transitional countries enthusiastically. Still it is an open secret that the
OECD Model Treaty has been much more successful as a prototype in
treaty conclusions than the U.N. Model Treaty has. It is true that if
the strong countries wanted to exploit their powers through this mech-
179 E.g., Tsilly Dagan, The Tax Treaties Myth, 32 N.Y.U. J. Int'l L. & Pol. 939, 939 (2000)
[hereinafter Myth].
180 Id.
181 Notably the United States, which first adopted the foreign tax credit mechanism in
1918. Revenue Act of 1918, ch. 18, § 238(a), 40 Stat. 1057, 1080-81 (1919).
182 Dagan, Myth, note 179, at 941, 987, 993-94.
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anism, forcing the weaker countries to join on their own terms, they
probably could have done that. The irony is that not only have they
not done that, but also they have been accused at times of unduly
focusing on worldwide economic welfare rather than that of their own
country.183 Developing countries have benefited from the current bi-
lateral tax treaty practice immensely, as their enthusiasm to conclude
as many treaties as possible with developed countries proves. They
have never been forced, nor have they claimed to have been forced,
into concluding a bilateral treaty with a developed country. In fact, in
many cases the developing countries wish to conclude treaties with the
developed countries, which often reject their overture. 184
The proposed world tax regime would result in adoption of the har-
monized rules by the major economic and trade forces of the world
without any demand of reciprocity for their application, and even
without the participation of some of their trade partners. A policy
like CEN could be achieved unilaterally, 185 which supports a prag-
matic approach. This predicts success even if not all countries initially
participate in the world tax regime. As long as the major powers were
united in the effort, other countries would have a strong interest in
participating, influencing, and achieving the less heroic goals of coop-
eration and coordination. Of course there is always a risk of exploita-
tion by the economically stronger countries; nevertheless, current
experience shows that this risk has not materialized, and that coopera-
tion and involvement not only benefit developing countries,'18 6 but
also enhance worldwide efficiency, enlarging the total resources avail-
able to all. Needless to say, international fairness, which is not dis-
cussed here, also will require the establishment of a central
decisionmaking forum.' 87
183 Graetz, note 83, at 277-82.
184 Although the United States generally has not concluded treaties with South Ameri-
can countries, recently, a treaty was concluded with Venezuela. Convention for the Avoid-
ance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion With Respect to Taxes on
Income and Capital, Jan. 25, 1999, U.S.-Venez., 4 Tax Treaties (CCH) T 11,103.
185 Dagan, Myth, note 179, at 977-95. She has not considered a multilateral solution as a
replacement for the current bilateral practice.
186 Although Dagan claims that developing countries are reluctant to enter into treaties,
id. at 994, in reality there is strong pressure by developing countries to enter into tax trea-
ties with developed countries. The best examples are the newly established ex-USSR re-
publics rushing into tax treaties with the traditional western powers. See Andrejs Birums,
Latvian Tax Treaties Enter Into Effect, 2003 WTD 12-9 (Jan. 17, 2003), available in LEXIS,
WTD File. lurie Lungu, Ukraine Continues Former Soviet Union Tax Treaties, 2002 WTD
219-9 (Nov. 13, 2002), available in LEXIS, WTD File.
187 The question of international fairness in taxation has not been established in the
literature. It is very controversial whether it is relevant at all to a tax policy discussion. For
the purposes of this Article, I found it sufficient to show that there is nothing inherent in
my proposal that contradicts such claims, since it would provide an international tax forum,
which is a necessary cornerstone for any such arguments.
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4. Tax Policy Should Be Implemented Unilaterally
Another common argument against international cooperation in
taxation is that one country can, and should ignore other countries'
responses to domestic tax rules changes, and that tax policy should be
implemented unilaterally. 88 There is, however, a clear need to ana-
lyze possible responses of other countries to changes in tax rules in,
for example, the United States.18 9 The difficulty of predictions and
circular effect make the analysis of these responses extremely hard'.
The United States sometimes ignores these effects, based on the com-
plexity of the U.S. tax system.190 The importance of understanding, or
at least being attentive to the actions and reactions of other countries,
is immeasurable in the development and maintenance of international
tax policy. This is the "coherence" of the world tax regime, about
which Kingson wrote in his wonderful 1981 article: "In a coherent
system, decisions connect: in international taxation, what one country
decides will affect another. Coherence means, then, that each country
must take into account how the others tax international income. In
fact, each country's statutes and treaties reflect-and reveal-how it
expects the others to tax."'' The globalizing world in general and the
United States as a prominent figure cannot allow itself to ignore this
and thus increase the incoherence in the system.192
5. Harmonization Interferes With the Domestic Tax System
Another argument against global coordination of tax matters is that
harmonization interferes with the domestic tax system. This argument
is flawed, since there are different roles (and different policies) for
domestic tax systems and international tax rules. It is well established
that the goal of the international tax rules is to divide income among
competing countries with taxation claims for such income. 193 One
may say that these rules have achieved their purpose if all items of
income are fully taxed once and only once. Ideally, no item of income
188 E.g., Roin, Competition, note 15, at 603; Rosenbloom, note 13, at 146 (discussing the
Senate Finance Committee's response to this argument).
189 E.g., Charles I. Kingson, The Coherence of International Taxation, 81 Colum. L.
Rev. 1151, 1153 (1981) [hereinafter Coherence].
190 E.g., Rosenbloom, note 13, at 162.
191 Kingston, Coherence, note 189, at 1153.
192 It may be difficult, however, for the United States to respond quickly and effectively
due to its rigid political process. Only participation and leadership in this harmonization
process will allow the United States to secure, at the very least, full access to information,
and to ensure the principles it believes will maximize the welfare of its constituents are
implemented.
193 Howard J. Levine & David A. Weintraub, The Importance of Tax Treaties and the
OECD in Electronic Commerce, 99-9 Tax Planning Int'l E-commerce (BNA) 7 (1999).
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should avoid any country's claim for taxation, and no item of income
should be subject to taxation at a level (rate) higher than that of either
of the competing countries (what is commonly called "double taxa-
tion"). Generally, it does not mean that the international rules deter-
mine that only one country will have a taxation claim over each item
of income, blocking all competing claims, direct or indirect. In most
cases it just prioritizes two claims over the tax that ideally should not
amount in total to a rate higher than the highest of the rates, but not
more than that.' 94
The world tax regime is more than just a harmonized set of interna-
tional tax rules. It represents a new and necessary order of (domestic)
tax systems operating in a new and different global market, and there-
fore viewing the division of items of income as its sole role is simplistic
and misleading. Tax policies are still a prerogative of domestic gov-
ernments, but they are increasingly limited to fewer alternatives since
they develop policy in economies that are becoming more and more
open, so coherence becomes a more important factor in their consid-
erations. In this sense, the world tax regime is involved in areas that
traditionally were purely domestic, such as the abolishment of certain
tax incentives through the harmonization of the tax base. The argu-
ment that such a regime interferes with the domestic tax systems is
therefore futile because the interference is inevitable, arising from the
new reality of an open (global) economy.
IV. THE OECD ASSUMES LEADERSHIP IN THE TAX TREATIES' FIELD
AND ELSEWHERE
Over the last 20 years it has become clear that the OECD has posi-
tioned itself as the leading organization in international tax treaties
practice. I argue in this Section that it is also the most likely, and
currently the most appropriate institution to assume leadership of a
global tax harmonization effort. The OECD Model Treaty is practi-
cally the infrastructure of the current bilateral treaty-based system,195
194 In some (rare) treaties, countries other than the two parties to the treaty may be
taken into account, and what is commonly called a triangular situation may be resolved;
that is, that the treaty may prioritize three rather than only two tax claims. E.g., Protocol
to Amend the Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of
Fiscal Evasion With Respect to Taxes on Income, Dec. 18, 1992, U.S.-Neth., 3 Tax Treaties
(CCH) 6116.
195 The growing universality and importance of the OECD Model Treaty arose long
before the current e-commerce revolution, but it seems that current events gave the
OECD its biggest break institutionally as a global tax policy leader and coordinator. The
competing U.N. Model Treaty, note 7, originally the leading template created to assist the
conclusion of tax treaties between developed and developing countries, has practically dis-
appeared as a central influence on the global tax treaties scene. The U.S. Model Treaty is
maintained by the United States as a starting point for its tax treaty negotiations. U.S.
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and a sensible world tax regime should be able to build on its success
and stability. The development of such a regime would benefit from
the experience of the people and the organization that established this
infrastructure, and no less important, would provide the least resis-
tance. In this Section I offer its leadership role in coping with the
problem of taxation of e-commerce as support for use of the OECD
as the leader of a world tax regime effort.196 E-commerce is the first
case where countries have given up on unilateral or bilateral attempts
to regulate taxation, and resorted to a cooperative, OECD-led solu-
tion. This experience in a situation where international (including
non-OECD members) cooperation in tax has evolved as a "must"-
there was just no other choice-is the epitome of difficulties that the
current bilateral treaty-based regime (or any country unilaterally) was
not able to overcome, supporting the necessity of some sort of a coop-
erative effort. This experience tips the scales in favor of the OECD as
the right organization to lead a world tax regime effort.1 97
A. The E-commerce Experience
Taxation of e-commerce has been a challenge for tax authorities
and policymakers since its inception. E-commerce is based on a
global setting,1 98 disintermediation, and impossibility of tracing. In
the domestic context, governments worry mostly about compliance
and enforcement, in light of the intractability and immeasurability of
many components of e-commerce and income derived from it. Con-
federations worry about interstate commerce, which represents both a
political and democratic challenge in these countries. These are seri-
ous challenges, but the most serious is the most obvious-at the inter-
national level, e-commerce does not play by the same rules as old
commerce. It is inherently extremely hard to decide where the eco-
Model Income Tax Convention of Sept. 20, 1996, 1 Tax Treaties (CCH) $ 214; see also Paul
R. McDaniel & Hugh J. Ault, Introduction to United States International Taxation 175-76
(4th ed. 1998).
196 See Levine & Weintraub, note 193, at 13-15. Similar confidence in the OECD could
be found even prior to its e-commerce success. Loukota, note 1, at 96, 103. Another im-
portant reason to promote a leading position for the OECD is that any new attempt to
promote international cooperation in taxation necessarily will contest the current, over-
whelming authority of the OECD and the bilateral treaty regime. Any attempt to shift the
focus from the successful bilateral concept to a true multilateral or global concept will
require the support of the OECD and its members, who are the hard core of the current
stable foundation of international taxation.
197 Other plausible, but inferior, options exist, of which I review one, the World Trade
Organization. See text accompanying notes 216-17.
198 E-commerce is not always predictable. For example, a file sent from the United
States to India may make its way through Europe or the Far East. It is possible that parts
of the file will make their electronic "way" through the former, and others through the
latter.
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nomic activity giving rise to the income takes place. It is hard to allo-
cate value based on the acceptable physical effort-based notions.
Practically, it is also hard to apply the basic notions used by nations to
divide income among themselves-"source," "residence," and "con-
trol." These are all fairly easy to exploit in the e-commerce context.
As infrastructure improves, (for instance, in tax havens) this type of
mobility-based tax planning only will become easier to implement.199
This is probably the first true global challenge facing the tax world.
Together with transfer pricing and taxation of sophisticated financial
instruments it represents the new millennium nightmare to tax author-
ities worldwide. Most of them panicked. Others issued policy papers,
beginning with Australia200 and Canada, 20 1 followed by a very vague
and preliminary "white paper" published by the U.S. Treasury in No-
vember 1996,202 which concluded that since source-based taxation
may be very hard to implement in the e-commerce age, the rules must
be more residency-based. It also assumed that e-commerce income
should be treated in the same manner as traditional income. 20 3 There-
fore, it concluded that no new taxes should be created to accommo-
date the hardships of taxing e-commerce income under current rules
and principles; rather some adjustments should be made.20 4 The atti-
199 Tax havens, like Bermuda, that understood this potential early got a larger bite of it.
The main obstacle in such countries has always been infrastructure. The governments of
these countries cooperated with financial and commercial institutions to improve the infra-
structure and adapt it to current needs. The government of Bermuda even established a
ministry of telecommunication and e-commerce. Its website may be accessed at http://
www.mtec.bm/.
200 Austl. Tax'n Office, Tax and the Internet: Discussion Report of the ATO Electronic
Commerce Project, at http://www.ato.gov.au/content.asp?doc=/Content/Businesses/ecom-
merceEcp.htm (Aug. 1997); Austl. Tax'n Office, Tax and the Internet: Second Report of
the ATO Electronic Commerce Project, at http://www.ato.gov.au/content.asp?doc=/Con-
tent/Businesses/ecommerceEcp.htm (Dec. 1999); see also Ine Lejeune, Peter Merrill,
Colin Farell & Olivier Boutellis, Policymaking in the E-Business Era, 21 Tax Notes Int'l
1839, 1844-45 (Oct. 23, 2000).
201 Can. Customs and Revenue Agency, Electronic Commerce and Report of the Minis-
ter's Advisory Committee on Electronic Commerce, at http://www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca/tax/busi-
ness/ecomm/fsecom2-e.html (last modified Jan. 16, 2002); Electronic Commerce and
Canada's Tax Administration, Report to the Minister of National Revenue from the Minis-
ter's Advisory Committee on Electronic Commerce, at http://www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca/tax/busi-
ness/ecomm/ecom0-e.html (Apr. 1998).
202 Treasury Dep't, Office of Tax Pol'y, Selected Tax Policy Implications of Global Elec-
tronic Commerce, at http://ftp.fedworld.gov/pub/tel/internet/wp (Nov. 1996).
203 Id. at § 6.
204 Interestingly, in some recent treaties, the United States has included a provision for-
seeing a need for modifications with regard to the application of the treaty to income de-
rived from new technologies. E.g., Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and
the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion With Respect to Taxes on Income, Jan. 15, 1998, U.S.-Est.,
art. 5, para. 3, 2 Tax Treaties (CCH) $ 2801.28 (providing for a five-year period for such
renegotiation).
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tude of other countries' tax authorities has been more or less the
same.
20 5
When no country took the lead, the OECD stepped in and assumed
leadership in an area crying for international cooperation and coordi-
nation.20 6 It is instructive to review the process that developed what is
likely to be the epitome of global tax coordination and cooperation.
The first step probably should be considered the revision of the com-
mentary on Article 12 of the OECD Model Treaty, published in 1992,
distinguishing, with respect to software transactions, royalties from
business profits.20 7 The first direct response to e-commerce can be
traced to November 1997 when the OECD had a first discussion and
concluded mainly that the OECD was the right forum for such discus-
sions.20 8 It acknowledged that enhanced cooperation and coordina-
tion between the countries was required to cope with this issue fairly.
A series of meetings followed, concluding with another revision to the
commentary on Article 12.209 This revision was much closer to the
U.S. software regulations, both in substance and in the language
used. 210 A week later, the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs met
with nonmember representatives and industry representatives, 211 fol-
lowed by a Ministerial conference. This was a critical meeting, since it
generated the framework for the OECD action with respect to e-com-
merce. 212 The rhetoric of the report followed the usual principles-
neutrality, efficiency, certainty and simplicity, effectiveness and fair-
ness, and flexibility.213 The OECD continued to proceed with its
"post-Ottawa" agenda-following and adapting the Model Treaty to
developments, enhancing cooperation and coordination, supporting
tax administration. 214 The involvement of nonmembers in this process
205 Levine & Weintraub, note 193, at 9-10.
206 See the Tax and Electronic Commerce section on the OECD's website, at http://
www.oecd.org/EN/home/0,,EN-home-29-nodirectorate-no-no-no-29,00.html (last visited
Feb. 7, 2003); see also Levine & Weintraub, note 193, at 13-15. For a survey of the OECD
efforts in the last year, see Machiel Lambooij, Alan Sinyor & Victor Chew, Recent OECD
Initiatives With E-Commerce Taxation, 22 Tax Notes Int'l 2091 (Apr. 23, 2001).
207 OECD Commentary, note 56, art. 12, 2, § 12. The U.S. software regulations fol-
lowed in 1996. Reg. § 1.861-18.
208 Levine & Weintraub, note 193, at 14.
209 OECD Commentary, note 56, art. 12.
210 For example, it used the terms "copyright rights" and "copyrighted articles," both
taken from U.S. copyright law.
211 See Committee on Fiscal Affairs, OECD, Implementing the Ottawa Taxation Frame-
work Conditions, at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M000013000/M00013739.pdf (June 2000).
212 Committee on Fiscal Affairs, OECD, Electronic Commerce: Taxation Framework
Conditions, at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M000015000/M00015517.pdf (1998).
213 See id. at 4.
214 The first substantive work was supposed to answer claims that the "favorite son" of
tax treaties proponents-the permanent establishment-is not compatible with the new
economic reality. In the last few years there has been a significant amount of scholarship
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evaluating the validity of this concept, and its ability to maintain its importance and useful-
ness in the new economy. E.g., Avi Yonah, Electronic Commerce, note 21, at 507; Ran-
dolph J. Buchanan, The New Millennium E-Commerce Tax Dilemma, 27 Tax Notes Int'l
1097 (Aug. 26, 2002); Arthur J. Cockfield, Should We Really Tax Profits From Computer
Servers? A Case Study in E-Commerce Taxation, 21 Tax Notes Int'l 2407 (Nov. 20, 2002).
On December 22, 2000, the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs published the final docu-
ment. OECD Commentary, note 56, art. 5. It chose not to shake up the current approach,
sticking to the traditional structure, principles, and mechanisms. The OECD used the com-
mentaries to introduce significant new rules (in the eyes of some) based on the current
system. An advantage of this methodology is that it could have immediate effect since it
was not necessary to wait for a complete or partial harmonization or another international
tax reform effort that might never materialize. Machiel Lambooij, OECD Makes its Rul-
ing on E-Tax, Int'l Tax Rev. Feb. 2001, at 46, 53. The interesting aspect of these changes
from a U.S. perspective is that in the not-so-distant past U.S. federal courts turned to the
OECD commentaries for purposes of tax treaty interpretation. Taisei Fire & Marine Ins.
Co., Ltd. v. Commissioner, 104 T.C. 535, 548-51 (1995); The North West Life Assurance
Co. of Canada v. Commissioner, 107 T.C. 363, 378-92 (1996); Nat'l Westminster Bank v.
United States, 44 Fed. Cl. 120, 125-28 (1999). This mechanism, whatever one may say
about the normative aspects of it, proved efficient. The e-commerce commentary almost
instantly became the law of the world, even though it had to address some hard questions
such as the status of a stand-alone server.
The next efforts were handled through a more efficient mechanism. Five Technical Ad-
visory Groups [hereinafter TAGs] were constituted for this purpose. On February 1, 2001,
the TAG on Treaty Characterization of Electronic Commerce Payments issued a report on
tax treaty characterization issues arising from e-commerce. OECD Electronic Commerce
Report, note 72. This is a much wider effort in scope than the U.S. software regulations,
since it deals with all aspects of e-commerce transactions, though it is also lesser in scope,
since it does not cover physical cross-border software transactions. Interestingly, this effort
shows that the issues upon which there is no consensus are not many. For a good survey of
the report, see Gary D. Sprague & Ozzie A. Schindler, Another Step Towards Uniform-
ity-Relative Consensus of the OECD TAG on Income Characterization of E-Commerce
Transactions, 30 Tax Mgm't Int'l J. 267 (2001). The most significant section is probably the
treatment of income from the provision of "technical services" as either services or royal-
ties. The recommendations are to be incorporated into the OECD Model Commentary.
The TAG on Monitoring the Application of Existing Treaty Norms for the Taxation of
Business Profits issued an information report in December 2000 summarizing progress
made in the context of its mandate, and proposed areas of future work. Report by the
Technical Advisory Group on Monitoring the Application of Existing Treaty Norms for the
Taxation of Business Profits (Business Profits TAG), OECD, Report, at http://
www.oecd.org/pdf/M000015000/M00015527.pdf (2000). Following that report it advanced
and issued two more specific discussion drafts. Technical Advisory Group on Monitoring
the Application of Existing Treaty Norms for the Taxation of Business Profits, OECD,
Discussion Draft on the Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishment Involved in
Electronic Commerce Transactions, at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/MO00015000/
M00015495.pdf (2001); Technical Advisory Group on Monitoring the Application of Ex-
isting Treaty Norms for the Taxation of Business Profits, OECD, The Impact of the Com-
munications Revolution on the Application of "Place of Effective Management" as a Tie
Breaker Rule, at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00015000/M0015526.pdf (2001). All other
TAGs also have shown progress. See OECD, Consumption Tax Aspects of Electronic
Commerce: A Report From Working Party No. 9 on Consumption Taxes to the Commit-
tee on Fiscal Affairs, at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00022000/M00022378.pdf (Feb. 2001);
Report by the Professional Data Assessment Technical Advisory Group (TAG), OECD, at
http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M00015000/M00015523.pdf (Dec. 2000); Report by the Technical
Advisory Group (TAG), at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M000015000/M00015516.pdf (Dec.
2000); see also Forum on Strategic Management, OECD, Tax Administration Aspects of
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is the most interesting part, and evidence of the responsible leadership
that the OECD has assumed in this area. It also gave the OECD ex-
perience in dealing directly with a larger number and variety of coun-
tries. This is not a new dimension to the activities of the OECD, since
it has long promoted dialogue with nonmembers,215 and developed
the Model Treaty that is practically universal in application. This
amazing amount of work in the largest and most potentially influential
forum ever to cooperate and coordinate global solutions in the field of
taxation proves the devotion of the OECD and its qualification as the
appropriate world leader in globalization issues relating to taxation.216
B. The Choice Between the OECD and the WTO
The leadership role I propose in this Article is within the bounda-
ries of the current objectives of the OECD.217 More particularly, it
should be considered a natural development of its role in the crystalli-
zation of the existing world tax regime. If the proposed regime could
be implemented by the current most influential institution, no unnec-
essary frictions based on ego, power, or emotional fears should inter-
fere with the transition.
Some very respectable scholars recently promoted the World Trade
Organization as the appropriate international institution to lead a
global cooperation and coordination effort in tax matters. Most nota-
bly, Reuven Avi-Yonah and Joel Slemrod argue, although not conclu-
sively, that the WTO is an appropriate organization for this task since
it is a true multinational organization and one with a developed deci-
sionmaking mechanism (contrary to the OECD, which is a voluntary
organization of only 30 (relatively homogenous) members). 218 They
argue that the WTO is appropriate since there is considerable overlap
in the goals of international tax and trade agreements, which could be
fully achieved only if both are addressed. They argue that these goals
should be addressed through a multilateral agreement rather than the
traditional bilateral tax agreements developed and maintained by the
OECD, because the latter agreements cannot effectively address the
problem of double nontaxation. The current WTO agreements cover
Electronic Commerce: Responding to the Challenges and Opportunities, at http://
www.oecd.org/pdf/M00015000/M00015520.pdf (2001).
215 See the homepage of the Special Centre for Co-operation with Non-Members
("CCNM"), at http://www.oecd.org/EN/home/0,,EN-home-notheme-12-no-no-no,00.html
[hereinafter Special Centre Homepage].
216 See Levine & Weintraub, note 193, at 16 (supporting OECD as a world tax regime
leader).
217 See the aims of the OECD set forth in article 1 of the OECD Convention, available
at http://www.oecd.org/EN/document/0,,EN-document-589-17-no-6-5610-589,00.html.
218 Slemrod & Avi-Yonah, note 140, at 553-54.
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some relevant tax aspects, but not all of them. If they are to serve a
central role, they should cover services and investments issues in addi-
tion to trade in goods. At this stage Avi-Yonah and Slemrod are re-
luctant to determine whether the WTO is the most appropriate
organization to effect such multilateral agreement. Their analysis im-
plies, however, that currently it is the only qualified candidate. 21 9
This argument is very appealing, but the WTO may not be the most
effective leader given the current state. Politically, the WTO already
has the smell of a hated and unwelcome international government. It
seems unlikely that it would be acceptable for it to assume some sov-
ereignty from countries in tax matters. My argument is that the prime
mover should be an organization that has current, proven expertise in
tax. A crucial issue is whether enough resources would be devoted to
tax matters in the WTO, especially in light of the current turmoil. Fo-
cus may be important, and the OECD e-commerce experience is a
powerful argument for that. Finally, there is a risk that trade negotia-
tions would cross paths with tax negotiations. That may increase the
inefficiencies arising from the treaty negotiation process. Mixing
trade and tax on the same negotiation table may worsen that inherent
problem. On the other hand, I agree that it may be beneficial to coor-
dinate trade and tax global solutions, but that could be achieved with
two separate expert organizations. I also agree that the appropriate
solution should be achieved through a mechanism that is not purely
voluntary and by an organization that is larger in scope than the mem-
bers of the OECD. The OECD through the nonmember contacts cur-
rently is achieving the latter requirement, and the nonvoluntary
feature should be incorporated into a world tax regime along the lines
suggested in this Article. I see no harm in the leadership assigned to a
voluntary organization, since the initial stage of any such process is
nearly always voluntary.
V. OTHER MULTILATERAL TAX UNIFICATION ATTEMPTS
The idea of tax unification at the ultranational level is neither new
nor unique to the current OECD efforts. Over the years, multilateral-
ism has been promoted mainly in the context of model tax treaties220
and model tax codes. In this Section, I elaborate on these exper-
iences, present their shortcomings as a model for a world tax regime,
and attempt to draw some lessons that may be helpful to my
approach.
219 See id.
220 The OECD recognized this possibility in its introduction to the commentaries, but
believed it to be unlikely. OECD Commentary, note 56, Introduction, § 3.
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A. Model Tax Treaties
The current world tax regime is based mainly on the OECD Model
Treaty, 221 which is currently the backbone of more than 1,500 bilateral
tax treaties, the overwhelming majority of income tax treaties. The
other important ultranational model treaty is the U.N. Model
Treaty,222 originally created for tax treaties between developed and
developing countries. The U.N. Model Treaty was updated in 2001.223
This update takes into account globalization, the revised OECD
Model Treaty, proliferation of tax havens, and new mechanisms in the
financial instruments and transfer pricing areas. The U.N. Model
221 The first OECD Model Treaty was published in 1963. The Model Treaty has been
revised several times, most recently in 1992. Working party 1 of the Committee on Fiscal
Affairs [hereinafter CFA] in the OECD is responsible for the Model Treaty and its com-
mentary. Since 1992 it has published updates in 1994, 1995, 1997, and 2000 and a draft for
2002. See OECD website, at http://www.oecd.org/oecd/pages/home/displaygeneral/
0,3380,EN-document-104-3-no-no-5277-0,00.htm (last visited Feb. 7, 2003). The CFA also
maintains constant contact with nonmembers of the OECD, which allows it to influence
and develop the position of the Model Treaty as the acceptable model treaty for most
nations. See Special Centre Homepage, note 215; see also Richard Vann, Tax Treaties:
Linkages Between OECD Member Countries and Dynamic Non-Member Economies
(1999) (on file with author); see also van der Bruggen, note 6, at 2 (establishing that even
the ASEAN Model Treaty, note 6, whose members usually are considered as developing
countries, is based primarily on the OECD Model Treaty). It maintains its position
through expansion to the nonmember countries, and an extensive process of updates, revi-
sions, and constant review of the Model Treaty and Commentary. A good example of this
is the somewhat lengthy discussion of the need for Article 14, which eventually was deleted
from the Model Treaty. See OECD, Issues Related to Article 14 of the OECD Model Tax
Convention (2000) (on file with author).
222 The U.N. Model Treaty's origins could be tracked to the first effort in the multilateral
treaty area in 1931, when a subcommittee of the fiscal committee of the League of Nations
reached a draft that served later as the almost uncontested cornerstone for the analysis and
research of international tax policy and rules. Report on Double Taxation, Submitted to
the Financial Committee by Professors Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp,
League of Nations Doc. No. E.F.S. 73.F.19 (1923). The real involvement of the U.N. in tax
treaties began with a resolution of the U.N. Economic and Social Council to set up a group
of experts "with the task of exploring, in consultation with interested international agen-
cies, ways and means for facilitating the conclusion of tax treaties between developed and
developing countries, including the formulation, as appropriate, of possible guidelines and
techniques for use in such tax treaties that would be acceptable to both groups of countries
and would fully safeguard their respective revenue interests." Res. 1273, U.N. ESCOR,
43rd Sess., 1507th plen. mtg., Supp. No. 1, at 5, U.N. Doc E/4429 (1967). In 1973, a regular
Ad Hoc Group was formed to work on guidelines for tax treaties between developed and
developing countries. Res. 1765, U.N. ESCOR, 54th Sess., 1858th plen. mtg., Supp. No. 1,
at 18, U.N. Doc E/5367 (1973). In 1980 the Council endorsed the recommendation of the
Secretary-General, International Taxation Issues: Report of the Secretary-General, U.N.
ESCOR, 1st. Sess., at 21, U.N. Doc. E/1980/11 (1980), to broaden the title of the group to
the "Group of Experts on International Taxation," and charged it also with enhancing
international co-operation to combat tax evasion and avoidance. Res. 1980/13, U.N. ES-
COR, 1st Sess., 15th plen. mtg., Supp. No. 1, at 12-13, U.N. Doc. E/1980/80 (1980). At the
same time the group finalized the model tax treaty.
223 On May 7, 1999, a revised draft was adopted, and finalized on January 11, 2001. U.N.
Model Treaty, note 7.
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Treaty is supposedly loyal to its source-based taxation tendency, but in
general it comes closer to the OECD Model Treaty, even in the allow-
ance of both a FTC and exemption as appropriate double tax relief
methodology.224 The role of the U.N. Model Treaty has diminished
over the years. It may still be a theoretical starting point for develop-
ing countries in tax treaty negotiations with developed countries, but a
careful examination of the end results of such negotiations shows a
very small effect of the U.N. Model Treaty on the concluded trea-
ties.225 The success of the model bilateral treaty is a lesson that the
world tax regime needs to embrace, adopting the basic premises, but
expanding it to the multilateral rather then bilateral level.
B. Multilateral Tax Treaties
1. The Nordic Experience
Multilateral tax treaties are a rare sight in the tax world. This is
unique, since in most fields of trade and commerce the treaties are
multilateral226 and as far-reaching as possible. Turning from bilateral
to multilateral tax treaties seems like the natural next step, especially
since multilateral treaties are basically an expansion of the current bi-
lateral treaty network. Nevertheless, this step is not taking place. The
multilateral tax treaty idea has been implemented successfully only in
a few cases within a well-defined region,227 but without gathering any
global appeal. It is fair to say that today there is one fully operative
multilateral tax treaty that deserves this title-the Nordic Conven-
tion.228 The Nordic Convention was signed first in 1983,229 and the
224 Id., art. 23A, 23B.
225 The U.N. Model Treaty has had a stronger influence on tax treaty negotiations be-
tween developing countries, but even there the U.N. as an institution has very little in-
volvement or influence. There may be many reasons for this result, but one is that as an
international organization the U.N. has not focused on, nor devoted resources to, tax mat-
ters. It has no steady body of acknowledged experts who make a consistent effort to effect
a difference in the field of global coordination and cooperation in tax matters, as it has in
its other fields of interest.
226 The best examples are the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, the General
Agreement on Trade Services, and the in-progress Multilateral Agreement on Investments.
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 55 U.N.T.S. 194; General Agree-
ment on Trade Services, Dec. 15, 1993, 33 I.L.M. 44; OECD, Multilateral Agreement on
Investment, available at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/M0003000/M00003291.pdf (Apr. 24,
1998) (negotiating draft).
227 The prominent example is the Nordic Treaty, note 6. Other efforts worth mentioning
are noted in note 6.
228 Nordic Treaty, note 6. Even this convention is thought by some scholars to be a web
of several usual bilateral tax treaties. John F. Avery Jones, Are Tax Treaties Necessary?,
The David R. Tillinghast Lecture, NYU School of Law (Sept. 25, 1997), in 53 Tax L. Rev. 1,
6 (1998).
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last version went into force at the end of 1997.230 Over the last 15
years it has served an important role in Scandinavian trade and com-
merce, which is highly concentrated regionally,23' and characterized
by a high level of homogeneity and mobility of means of production,
including, extraordinarily, labor. In essence the treaty is an extension
of a traditional bilateral tax treaty, that follows the OECD Model
Treaty, with the possible exception of the elimination of the double
taxation article, general rules of taxation, an enhanced mutual agree-
ment procedure, and other adaptations, aiming to solve triangular and
quadruple situations.232 The last exception actually may be found to-
day in other completely bilateral treaties.233 Multilateral tax treaties
currently are designed to achieve the same goals as the bilateral trea-
ties, but in a more efficient manner. The hypothesis is that when more
than two countries conclude one treaty, the small "market" this cre-
ates is more efficient than a two-country mini-market and every one
of the contracting states is better off than they would be in concluding
several bilateral treaties between all of the contracting states. This
result is inevitably true only if one global treaty was concluded. Oth-
erwise, there are several options. One is that some participants are
better off only in some instances-the ones important for them, as-
suming rationality-but not necessarily all of them gain from it over-
all. That was the basis for the conclusion of the Nordic Convention,
based on the concepts of the OECD Model Treaty. This gave rise to
the argument that the Nordic Convention was really a web of bilateral
treaties and not a real multilateral treaty.234
Could the example of the Nordic Convention be extended univer-
sally and contribute to my world tax regime proposal? Nils Mattsson
counts several differences between a multilateral tax treaty and a
traditional bilateral treaty: First, resolution of the differences in im-
plementation and interpretation of the treaty with respect to a specific
dispute will affect all parties to the treaty.235 The Nordic countries,
229 Actually, its origins may be found in the 1964 Nordic Council, and the European
Free Trade Association ("EFTA"). The EFTA working party worked on a multilateral
draft until 1969, when the effort was abandoned. Nils Mattsson, Multilateral Tax Trea-
ties-A Model for the Future?, 28(8-9) Intertax 301, 302 (2000).
230 Id. at 301. For analysis, see generally Leif Mutdn, Nordic Countries Revise Multilat-
eral Tax Convention, 14 Tax Notes Int'l 469 (Feb. 10, 1997).
231 Mattsson, note 229, at 301.
232 Id. at 303.
233 The first treaty to address such solutions was the U.S.-Netherlands Treaty. Income
Tax Convention, Dec. 18, 1992, U.S.-Neth., 3 Tax Treaties (CCH) $ 36,401. The OECD
studied this issue at the pure bilateral level back in the early 1990's. See generally Com-
mittee on Fiscal Affairs of the OECD Council, "Triangular Cases," in Model Tax Conven-
tion: Four Related Studies, 4 Issues in Int'l Tax'n 27 (1992).
234 Jones, note 228, at 6.
235 Mattsson, note 229, at 304.
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taking advantage of their physical, cultural, and lingual homogeneity,
as well as their proximity, meet regularly to solve these types of
problems. This regular line of communication gives great benefits to
the multilateral tax treaty, and the mere fact of constant human con-
tact between similar (more or less) people is invaluable to the success
of this mechanism. No matter how impressive this mechanism is, it
probably cannot be copied in a global context, where the possible
numbers of countries involved and the much larger differences among
them render the Nordic model useless as a prototype for a world tax
regime. Nevertheless, the benefit of "a forum," where humans get to
know each other on a constant basis is to be embraced. The second
difference is that there is only one country of residence for each per-
son.236 This is again an extension of the bilateral tax treaty problem of
determining residency in dual-residency situations; extending the so-
called "tie-breaking" rules to multi-country disputes should not be a
hard task. In most cases, as long as people, and especially families,
stay relatively static, this issue (if it exists) should be limited in scope.
Even in a larger scale, such as a world tax regime, it is hard to imagine
cases where more than two to three countries may have real claims for
any person's residency.237 The third difference is that there may be
more paragraphs in a multilateral tax treaty with respect to the vari-
ous methods allowed for the elimination of double taxation.238 Matt-
sson emphasizes that in this respect the Nordic convention has no
advantage over bilateral tax treaties. 239 A world tax regime cannot
permit this. It is impossible to imagine hundreds of articles, specifying
allowable methods for each country. The success of the Nordic Con-
vention, and the most important contribution it may have to my effort,
has mainly been the smooth solution of triangular and quadruple is-
sues,240 and the ability to maintain a constant operative forum to as-
sure the unified interpretation and implementation of the convention.
In addition, it proves that unifying the personal scope of the treaty
(determination of residence) should be manageable.
236 Id. at 307.
237 That is particularly true when individuals are concerned. With respect to incorpo-
rated businesses, the focus should shift to attribution of income to various taxable
presences in various countries, so the question is not mainly one of competition over
residency.
238 Mattsson, note 229, at 305.
239 Id.
240 See, e.g., id. at 305-06 (discussing the permanent establishment determination in the
multilateral context). I note that the Nordic Treaty is accompanied by a lengthy protocol
that solves several specific issues and requirements of the various parties and is generally
of no global use. The Nordic Treaty also leans on the geographic and cultural proximity of
the parties, which makes the competent authority-based solutions workable. That cannot
work for a global solution such as the world tax regime proposed herein.
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2. European (Direct) Tax Harmonization
A second possible source of learning in this category could have
been the long anticipated EU tax harmonization. Direct (income) tax,
is probably the field in which the EU has experienced its most signifi-
cant harmonization failure. The single market has succeeded in
achieving currency harmonization with the entry into force of the Eu-
ropean Monetary Union; member states have actively conceded sov-
ereignty in a symbolic and emotional issue like currency. Still, to truly
have a single market, the European allies must harmonize the fiscal
portion too. This is a logical and inevitable conclusion arrived at from
the principle of primacy of EU law.241 In most legal areas it is already
inconceivable that domestic rules will have primacy over EU basic
principles, a fortiori when treaty provisions (especially if concluded by
an EU member state and a nonmember state 242) may violate domestic
or even EU laws.243 Still, despite significant efforts,244 it is clear today
that the EU will not succeed in an effort to harmonize its members'
tax systems in the near future.245 This could be seen as a drawback for
global harmonization, since the EU members are relatively homoge-
nous. They have geographical proximity and a fairly developed mech-
anism of coordination and positive experiences of harmonization in
other fields. These were the convenient circumstances for a multilat-
eral treaty in the Scandinavian countries.246 A sensible conclusion
may be, then, that if the EU has failed roundly, having such ideal
starting circumstances, harmonization of a wider scope is certain to
fail.
241 Josef Schuch, Bilateral Tax Treaties Multilateralized by the EC Treaty, in Multilateral
Tax Treaties, note 1, at 33, 35; see Loukota, note 1, at 103.
242 Case 270/83, Fr. Republic v. Commission, 1986 E.C.R. 273, 307; see generally Schuch,
note 241.
243 This problem has been compared to an EU time bomb. See Franz Wassermeyer,
Does the EC Treaty Force the Member States to Conclude a Multilateral Tax Treaty?, in
Multilateral Tax Treaties, note 1, at 15, 30-31; see generally Luc Hinnekens, Compatibility
of Bilateral Tax Treaties With European Community Law-Application of the Rules, 1995/
4 EC Tax Rev. 202, 209; Schuch, note 241. 1 note that E.C. law should not prevent member
states from concluding a multilateral treaty or participating in the proposed world tax re-
gime. See Christoph Urtz, The Elimination of Double Taxation Within the European
Union and Between Member States and Non-Member States-Multilateral Treaty or Di-
rective?, in Multilateral Tax Treaties, note 1, at 107, 116.
244 Probably the most significant is the comprehensive Ruding Report, note 27. The
effort started when the EEC achieved a draft multilateral treaty in 1968, but could not get
a consensus over a wide enough workable draft. See generally H. Onno Ruding, Tax Har-
monization in Europe: The Pros and Cons, The David R. Tillinghast Lecture, NYU School
of Law (Nov. 11, 1999), in 54 Tax L. Rev. 101 (2000); Miranda Stewart, Commentary, 54
Tax L. Rev. 111 (2000).
245 Although lately this effort has picked up some. E.g., Ruding, note 244, at 101. In
contrast, see Internal Market, note 129.
246 See text accompanying note 235.
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This is a very powerful argument, though a flawed one. I do not
conclude from the failure of the EU to harmonize taxes that a world-
wide attempt will fail. Limited efforts not only differ quantitatively,
but also qualitatively, from an attempt that aims at a worldwide har-
monization. First, any limited unity inevitably suffers from risks of
betrayal by a key member, and pressure by outsiders on specific mem-
bers who may have common interests to frustrate the unity. Second,
one of the most serious reasons for the failure of the EU to reach
harmonization in the tax area is its success in so many other areas.
Naturally, governments attempted first to harmonize the easier and
most essential areas in order to maintain the initial stability of the
Union. Taxation was not one of these. Now that so much power has
been transferred to the ultra-country institutions, domestic govern-
ments tend to defend their existing authorities and powers even more
fiercely, especially in a sensitive and so visibly empowering area like
taxation. Third, other international organizations have taken the lead
in the area of taxation while the EU has tackled other more immedi-
ate issues, like the fundamental freedoms, antitrust, human rights, and
the like. Most member states are also members of the OECD, 247 and
in matters of taxation the wider, worldwide forum always has led. It is
sensible to assume that OECD efforts will closely adhere to the inter-
ests of the EU members, and, at least, they will have significant repre-
sentation and influence in such interests. It may seem unnecessary
therefore to support a parallel effort that will not include, and not
bind, some major players relevant to the area, like the United States,
Japan, and China. The special EU issues may in such processes be
relegated to lower priorities at this time. Fourth, the homogeneity of
the EU is far from the homogeneity of the Nordic countries, so any
attempt to imitate the Nordic experience is doomed to drag on for-
ever, as the Europeans experienced in the area of direct taxation-the
more so when so many other issues are on the table for the Europeans
and many other unrelated deals need to be made. Last, the impor-
tance of harmonization is not equal among the EU members. Their
incentives differ; some have larger extra-community trade, and others
may be more exposed to the use of tax havens. From a direct tax
perspective there seems to be little incentive for the partial group of
EU members to harmonize their tax systems (without a global effort)
relative to the hardship, costs, and risks in such process. The two most
important conclusions therefore are that the income tax base may be
harmonized currently, following the Commission's effort, and that the
first steps toward a world tax regime should emphasize compromise
247 See Gerald Toifl, The Bilateral Tax Treaties Concluded Between EU Member States,
in Multilateral Tax Treaties, note 1, at 53, 55.
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and (not ignore) both the domestic and global benefits of this effort to
each of the countries involved-mainly the economically strong coun-
tries-to ensure success in the initial, most fragile stage.
C. Model Tax Codification
Finally, since a world tax regime would be closer to a code in its
direct application to all the taxpayers of the world, it is useful to elab-
orate on the primary attempt to promote a model tax code for the use
of multiple countries. This attempt, the Basic World Tax Code (here-
inafter "BWTC"), 248 has been limited in scope and focus and not very
successful, but it provides some good lessons for a world tax regime.
At the end of 1992, Ward M. Hussey and Donald C. Lubick made
public their preliminary BWTC and commentaries. It developed from
a smaller-scale project of drafting a proposed tax code for the Domini-
can Republic into a possibly workable template for tax codes of
emerging and developing countries, "particularly for those economies
in transition to one based upon free markets. '' 249 Countries emerging
from the ashes of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe were
the main and most obvious targets for this effort. 250 Although self-
admittedly the BWTC is neither a comprehensive tax code template
nor a perfect product,251 the BWTC does cover all needed bases in the
income tax area, and includes also proposed rules for value added,
excise, and property taxes. In addition the BWTC has a separate
chapter on the administration of such taxes.252 The commentaries,
though not complete, provide basic interpretation tools required for
the application of the BWTC as a workable template for a tax code.253
The policy driving the BWTC focuses on simplicity and adaptability to
acceptable universal norms. The stated goals were efficiency and ef-
fectiveness,254 but in fact, the latter prevails. Lubick and Hussey tried
to make the BWTC easily implementable. Together with adherence
to the global consensus, it became the strong backbone of the code's
policy. The most useful feature of the BWTC, somewhat self-admit-
tedly, is that it provides a "checklist" for tax policymakers in writing
their own tax codes.255 It has not been backed with a rigorous policy
analysis or statement. The basic system is territorial, with worldwide
248 Ward M. Hussey & Donald C. Lubick, Basic World Tax Code and Commentary
(1996).
249 Id. at vii.
250 Id.
251 Glenn P. Jenkins, Foreword, in Basic World Tax Code, note 248, at iii, iv.
252 Hussey & Lubick, note 248, ch. 1, at 185.
253 Id. at 226.
254 Id. at 7-8; Jenkins, note 251, at iv.
255 Jenkins, note 251, at iv.
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inclusion of investment and financial income, and it attempts at neu-
trality between forms of doing business or investments. 256 Otherwise,
it is strikingly close to the model tax treaties' basic rules with emphasis
and elaboration on administrative matters. According to many critics,
it is also strikingly "Americanized," following the U.S. tax tradition
and the orientation of its authors. 257
In spite of the great effort by its authors, the BWTC has never in-
tended to be either part of a global solution or a useful instrument for
a worldwide tax system (or regime). Even so, its effect has been very
limited up to now. No country has adopted the BWTC as is, but most
former Eastern bloc members were influenced and took the BWTC
into consideration. 258 Since the publication of the 1996 version, the
influence of the BWTC has declined even further.
Although the concept of unification and codification through a
model tax code has not attracted much writing, it may be useful in the
exploration of the right path to a world tax regime. One important
criticism is that as a technique, codification in a global setting has the
shortcoming of being limited to the experience and the linear thinking
ability of its authors. On the other hand, when such rules are negoti-
ated-like treaties-there is an additional step of evaluation of the
chosen rules.259 A process that settles possible conflict of interests has
better quality control standards. The treaty negotiation process allows
for more efficient control over inconsistencies and is more flexible and
accepting of innovation.260 Any proposal for a global effort is exposed
256 Hussey & Lubick, note 248, at 31.
257 Brian J. Arnold, International Aspects of the Basic World Tax Code and Commen-
tary, 7 Tax Notes Int'l 260, 261 (July 26, 1993); see Richard Krever, Drafting Tax Legisla-
tion: Some Lessons From the Basic World Tax Code, 12 Tax Notes Int'l 915, 920 (Mar. 18,
1996).
258 At first, the authors were optimistic, due to the "warm reception" of the first draft.
See Scott Shaughnessy, Comments on Revised Basic World Tax Code, 11 Tax Notes Int'l
1034, 1034 (Oct. 16, 1995). Nevertheless, there is no evidence for extensive use of the
BWTC. Even tax experts linked to the sponsors of the BWTC and a proponent of the
effort such as Graham Glenday expressed skepticism over its immediate applicability to its
field of expertise-the sub-Saharan African countries. Graham Glenday, Basic World Tax
Code: Does It Fit the Bill in Sub-Saharan Africa?, 12 Tax Notes Int'l 1343, 1349 (Apr. 22,
1996). Interestingly, critics focused on the example of the choice of separate tax account-
ing standards, following the Anglo-American tradition, which is one of the areas where
unification seems currently unlikely. Richard K. Gordon, Model Codes and Tax Technical
Assistance: Note on the Revised Edition of the Basic World Tax Code and Commentary,
12 Tax Notes Int'l 927, 931 (Mar. 18, 1996).
259 See Krever, note 257, at 924.
260 This may be true, but not necessarily, since codification may be done by a diverse
group of experts in a manner that eliminates such shortcomings. I agree that in real life the
treaty negotiation process is probably more efficient from a quality control standpoint, and
most probably easier to accept at the international level than a "code" that "elitist" stran-
gers drafted somewhere. On the other hand, my proposal tries to capture some of the
benefits of codification in its attempt to unify sets of rules, at least in those areas where it is
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to serious challenge of identifying its clear purpose-what exactly is it
good for. This challenge haunted the BWTC.261 My proposed world
tax regime should accommodate the need for additional international
cooperation and coordination of tax matters. It should provide a fo-
rum for discussion and actions in matters that either are not handled
currently, or have proven to be handled poorly in a lesser forum. Fi-
nally, it should be able to eliminate unintended inefficiencies and ex-
cessive costs arising from the bilateral nature of current practice.
VI. So, WHERE DOES A WORLD TAX REGIME EFFORT TAKE US?
In this Article I bring a new perspective to the debate over global
cooperation and coordination of tax matters. I insist on this charac-
terization of the debate, avoiding the more populist "harmonization
vs. competition," since I believe that no clear and definite answers
exist, and there is not enough empirical evidence to support adoption
of either extreme. This realization triggered a reformulation of the
question to focus on the extent of harmonization, or, more accurately,
the extent of global cooperation and coordination of tax matters.
Since it is clear that there are advantages to both tax competition and
harmonization/coordination, the practical question is which solution
will maximize these benefits.
By "solution," I do not mean a complete prescription for an imme-
diate crisis, but rather an approach that will guide the countries of the
globalizing world to cope with significant changes in the ways business
is done. A new approach is needed in spite of the relative stability of
the current bilateral treaty-based tax regime, since it is, apparently,
seriously challenged by the new global environment. First, there are
new phenomena, most notably e-commerce, derivative financial in-
struments, and transfer pricing, which arose from the globalization of
markets, enhanced by quicker and more efficient transportation and
communication, with which the current regime is unable to cope. Sec-
ond, even regular business and investments are being done more glob-
ally, which puts extreme pressure on an inefficient regime, designed to
track traditional, easily identifiable transactions crossing a single bor-
der. The different tax authorities and taxpayers face a similar pres-
sure as compliance requirements become more complex, and, in many
cases, taxpayers are required to file in several countries. Finally,
possible and useful to do so. Since it can be perceived and accepted as the natural next
step of current global coordination and cooperation efforts, mainly based on the treaty
practice, it should have a better chance to make a difference than other paradigms that
made no difference like model codes, such as the BWTC.
261 See Richard J. Vann, Some Lessons From Hussey and Lubick, 7 Tax Notes Int'l 268,
276 (July 26, 1993).
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globalization amplifies any inefficiencies and costs of the current re-
gime, since potential arbitrage is much larger and easier to exploit.
The possible solutions to these challenges are numerous, but it is
clear that a solution realistically must be based on the current regime,
and it must benefit enough countries, both economically strong coun-
tries and developing, but productive countries in order to be practical
and to have any chance of success. The proponents of tax competition
do not offer such a solution. They promote a unilateral approach,
based on the fundamental theory that more competition will result in
a more efficient allocation of resources worldwide. 262 Nevertheless,
they ignore the current world tax regime, which is highly coordinated,
a feature that is not likely to change soon. Current tax competition
does not contribute to the effort to cope with the new problems-it
enhances them. Cooperative solutions, based on the stability of the
current world tax regime, have proven successful in the area of e-com-
merce taxation. Various cooperative solutions have been promoted
previously, but they were too partial in scope. Although my approach
is wider in scope, it also tries to be realistic and sensitive to the bene-
fits of both harmonization and competition.
I propose, therefore, a gradual rule-harmonization effort, prefera-
bly led by the OECD, which has both the experience and ability to
serve in this role. I believe that this is a workable solution, since the
current rules are fairly harmonized already, and since it builds on the
success of the current regime. A unique feature of my proposal is that
the world tax regime could be partial and gradual in application. Each
set of rules may be separately unified. Although it may be more effi-
cient to unify them all at once, it is still beneficial to harmonize some
rules even if we cannot harmonize them all. Second-best effects theo-
retically may endanger this solution, but realistically they should not
be significant. The domestic tax systems would become more trans-
parent and allow better focus on policy rather than loopholes creativ-
ity. The minimal solution could include any one (or more) set of rules
(probably starting with the source rules) and the establishment (or
nomination) of a leading "institution." This institution at least should
establish a unified interpretation and dispute settlement forum and
process.263
262 See generally Dagan, Myth, note 180; Roin, Competition, note 15; Rosenbloom, note
13.
263 This interpretational body should have binding authority over the participants, but in
reality I would accept authority similar to the current OECD Model Commentary, that
would permit some, but not much, flexibility to the domestic courts. See Hugh J. Ault, The
Role of the OECD Commentaries in the Interpretation of Tax Treaties, in Essays on Inter-
national Taxation 61 (Herbert H. Alpert & Kees van Raad eds., 1993). Similar solutions
should serve as well. One such complementary solution is Kees van Raad's suggestion to
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It is not enough that the solution be workable; it also needs to be
supported by enough countries, including, necessarily the strongest
ones, and some important productive developing countries. Such
countries will join only a voluntary and democratic world tax regime,
especially the developing countries, in light of the probable criticism
that any such effort is actually a conspiracy of the rich (countries) to
squeeze even more resources from the poor (countries). Like any
modern democracy, the representation device should aid in establish-
ing a limited central managerial body. Again, the lead of the OECD
probably should be followed. Working groups should be arranged to
deal with specific issues, and the whole "assembly" (with a representa-
tive for each member) should vote on any significant changes to the
rules, much like the current OECD Model Commentaries, but in
greater specifics. An arbitration tribunal, whose formation and main-
tenance may be gleaned from the relative success of the E0., 2 6 4 also
should be established to solve specific disputes that concentrate on a
limited number of interested countries, or issues that cannot be de-
cided in the regular process. New and better-defined rules must be
the result of each procedure, and there must be a reasonable time
limit for complete resolution of each issue. A dispute resolution pro-
cess must be open to all taxpayers from all countries; they should not
need a country (having its agenda) to represent them. This mecha-
nism may seem hard to establish, but it is no different from any inter-
national organization for cooperation in economic fields.265 In this
case, it is conceivable that such a mechanism would have a lot of is-
sues on its agenda in the transition period, but later on it would have
fewer and fewer. When the system stabilizes, only minor problems
are predicted, and the focus of this mechanism should switch then to
developments that the next generation may need to face. Since cur-
rent rules (at least at the pyramid base) are close to being harmonized,
even the transition period should be feasible, and negotiations over
differences should not grow large enough to cause crises.
Globalization is a deterministic process. It must happen, and os-
triches will not be able to maximize their positions. At one stage or
the other, the OECD should consider taking the next step, and com-
form an independent tax treaty experts body, proposed in the context of the current bilat-
eral treaty practice. van Raad, note 1, at 216-18.
264 The EU example is the Arbitration Convention and the general powers of the Euro-
pean Court of Justice to issue a preliminary ruling about interpretation, and to serve as an
arbitrator. Convention on the Elimination of Double Taxation in Connection with the
Adjustment of Profits of Associated Enterprises, Aug. 20, 1990, Spain-Port.-Italy-Greece-
U.K.-Ir.-Fr.-Belg.-Luk.-Neth.-F.R.G.-Den., 95 TNI 78-16, Apr. 24, 1995, available in
LEXIS, TNI File; Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community, Mar. 25, 1957,
art. 177, 181, 182, 298 U.N.T.S. 11, 76-78.
265 The World Trade Organization is an example.
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bine the special efforts it carries globally with its dominance in the tax
treaties field. A reasonable step that will be based mainly on already
existing achievements and acceptance, but allowing significant qualita-
tive progress, would be the initiation of an effort to further research
and formalize a basic world tax regime along the lines discussed in this
Article.
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